
Bodyguard 401 

Chapter 401 – Young Hipster Girl 

Brother! Theres hope for dad! I found an elixir for him, lets give it to him right away! Fatty Lai was 

burning with excitement, the fat on his body wobbling about as he held in his hand a cigar box. 

Changyi, whatre you talking about? What elixir? Chantian frowned. You didnt get scammed by some 

conman for a vigor pill or anything, did you? 

Not a conman, and its not some vigor pill, either! Fatty Lai shook his head. It really is good stuff! Bro, 

hurry, get some warm water! Ill feed this to da! 

Absurd! What if you get dad killed?! What on earth is that, anyway? Changtian hmphed and went for 

the cigar box right away. 

The doctor decided not to get involved with this sibling quarrel- he was turning around to leave when 

Changtian called at him, no intention of letting him go whatsoever as he pointed his finger. The doctors 

here, you ask him if you can just feed some vigor pill to a patient! 

I The doctor sweated, finding himself in a difficult position- this wasnt something he could just simply 

answer! A vigor pill with unknown origins, naturally, shouldnt be eaten, but what if this Fatty Lai had 

managed to get some miracle medicine from a renowned doctor?? 

And so he wasnt sure what to say- if he said no and it turned out that the pill was effective, then 

wouldnt he have to take responsibility! What if he said yes and the pill got the patient killed?! 

And so, the doctor hesitated a while before speaking up. Theres a risk with everything Something like an 

elixir pill isnt always fake, it cold prove effective sometimes 

The neutral statement pissed Changtian off- fuck, hed wasted that red packet money on the bastard! 

 

Alright, you can leave now- dismissed! Changtian sent the doctor away with a wave of his hand. 

The doctor took that opportunity and slipped out the room. Hed be better off distancing himself from 

sibling quarrels like this when it happened. 

What exactly are you planning with that pill? You want dad to eat it so hed die right away?! Changtians 

eyes were wide open, a cold smile on his face. Dont think I dont know what youre planning, alright, you 

want dad to die as soon as possible so you can fight me for the electronic industrys rights! Ill tell you 

right now thats impossible! Ive shed too much blood for that, and Im five years older than you! Ive been 

working my life off in that industry since I was twenty, for twenty years! I wont just give it to you, so 

youd better just stop thinking about it! Even if dad wakes up its thirty percent shares max for you! The 

real estate and trade sales are yours, but you better stay away from the electronic industry! 

I want dad to die? Hmph! Dont force me, there are some things Id rather not put out in the open! I 

heard everything you were saying with the doctor, you just want dad to wake up and write you a will! 

Fatty Lai smiled coldly as well. Since youve decided on breaking with me dont blame me for what Im 

gonna say! Im giving dad this pill purely because I want him to get better, and Im not interested in your 



electronic industry at all! I dont care! Just like what you said, thirty percent shares, real estate and trade 

sales department, Ill take those and split from the company! 

Oh? Changtian was taken aback by the statement, but a trace of joy could be seen in his eyes a while 

after. Alright, words are air- were putting this on paper! Ill write this out and youll sign it, and you can 

feed dad whatever you want after that, I dont care! 

Deal! A cold look flashed in Fatty Lais eyes, as well. This brother of his was a cruel man- he didnt care if 

his father lived or died at all, completely preoccupied with getting the rights for the electronic industry! 

Changtian had had a solid idea for a contract a long time ago, so it didnt take long before he formed 

one. For a veteran businessman like him, preparing a proper contract in a short amount of time wasnt a 

difficult task at all. 

Fatty Lai, on the other hand, was no rookie himself- he made sure to go through the contract his brother 

wrote him and only sign it after deeming it fine. 

Alright, do what you want then! Changtians face was full of joy as he put the signed contract away. 

Fatty Lai didnt care how cold blooded his brother was at this point. He quickly ran into the hospital room 

and carefully poured the Pill of Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing into his fathers mouth before adding 

some hot water to complement it for his father to ingest. 

Changtian stood at a side and silently recorded the scene with his phone, smiling coldly inside as he did 

so. If something bad were to happen to his dad, then this footage would be enough to prove that Fatty 

Lai was the murderer! Even if it wasnt on purpose, it was still a mistake of his responsibility! Fighting him 

for the inheritance? Fatty Lai would be lucky he wouldnt be jailed! 

 

Truth be told, Lai Changtian was a cruel and dark man- he still wasnt reassured even after the contract, 

and made sure to get himself another playcard in case Fatty Lai went back on his word. 

Fatty Lai waited quietly for the effects to take place after hed given Elder Lai the Pill of Life Extension 

and Toxin Cleansing, but the old man didnt seem to be reacting at all.  

Changtian, on the other hand, continued watching Fatty Lais every movement, a cold smile on his face. 

Some shitty pill that came from nowhere How was that supposed to wake someone up from a coma? 

What a joke! Changtian wouldnt believe that something so retarded would be true at all! After all, hed 

forgotten just how much money hed spent to fix his dad after hed fallen unconscious, constantly to no 

avail He wasnt expecting a miracle anymore. 

You continue staying here if you want to- Im leaving! Changtian had gotten the things he wanted- 

whether or not the old man woke up wasnt his concern anymore. If his guess was right, then this pill 

would either be ineffective or itd be damaging. He wouldnt be surprised if he was told his father was 

dead tomorrow. 

It was Monday, and there were men lined up at the gates of Songshans First School, with Zhong Pinliang 

and Zou Ruoming within the ranks! From the looks of it, they were welcoming some sort of big shot But 

what sort of character could it be, that Pinliang and Ruoming would be greeting all line up? 



Upon closer look, one would see that there were other bigshots in the group other than Pinliang and 

Ruoming. They werent on the level of a Songshan Big Four, but still characters with quite a name for 

themselves, like that twelfth grade fatty Yu Dafa who Xiaobo spilled a bucket of water on. 

An Audi TT stopped at the school gates- the driver was a young girl, who wore a pair of sunglasses on 

her exquisite face, her hair swept to the side A girl of hipster design. 

Welcome back, Feng Sis Except for Pinliang and Ruoming, every one of the students bowed respectfully 

upon seeing this girl in the Audi. 

The hipster girl frowned at what the group was calling her. Feng Sis? Dont call me something so 

awkward- call me Super Invincible Galaxy Big Sis of Smiles!! 

Chapter 402 – The Last of the Big Four 

Yes Super Invincible Galaxy Big Sis of Smiles The group sweated, but repeated the name anyway. 

(So turns out the smiles part is her name xiaoxiao, means laugh x2 or smile x2) 

Lil sis Xiaoxiao youre back Ruoming and PInliang werent very keen on welcoming Feng Xiaoxiao back, 

but they had no choice, they didnt dare not to! Feng Xiaoxiao may have only been a middle schooler 

here for just more than a month, but her name had spread far and wide, to the point where even 

Ruoming and Pinliang didnt dare piss her off. After all, shed managed to leap into the position of the 

fourth of the Big Four as a girl! 

As for why she was ranked the lowest Big Four, it wasnt because she wasnt strong She was actually a lot 

more merciless than Pinliang and Ruoming! Drinking, drifting since seventh grade, fighting with blades A 

violent miss like her was ranked last because she was the youngest! 

 

Fortunately for Ruoming and Pinliang, Feng Xiaoxiao had transferred away and became a legend in the 

school The two of them would have to deal getting pressured by her if shed stayed! How embarrassing 

for them would it be, for a girl to be dominant over them? 

They had the time of their lives during the short years the little violent Miss Feng left, and out came a Lin 

Yi pressing everyones heads down! Yet, it was precisely because of Lin Yis existence that Ruoming and 

Pinliang didnt actually mind Xiaoxiao returning! 

 

They wanted to see how the violent miss matched up against that master Lin- how would that battle 

turn out? Would the violent miss just stab Lin Yi right away? Ruoming and Pinliang were quite looking 

forward to the entertainment. 

Why is it still you people? Its been a couple years, did not even one strong person show up in the 

school? Xiaoxiao tested. 

Theres one, a really violent man, but he doesnt care about us. To tell you the truth, lil sis Xiaoxiao, he 

messed Pinliang and me up- Songshans First School now basically belongs to him, and none of us can do 

anything about it. Even his only follower is at the sky high top position in the school! For the sake of 



pitting Xiaoxiao against Lin Yi, Ruoming decided to belittle himself and push Lin Yi up with praise. I told 

him to come greet lil sis Xiaoxiao, but the guys too busy with his girl and couldnt care less what we do! 

Yu Dafa and the crowd despised Ruoming that instant- the guy didnt tell Lin Yi about it at all, he just 

wanted to heat things up for Lin Yi and Xiaoxiao to fight! Yet none of them dared stand up for Lin Yi 

here. While theyd get Lin Yis favor, theyd also piss Ruoming and Pinliang off at the same time for doing 

so! 

 

Lin Yi? Xiaoxiao frowned and pulled out a small phone from her pocket. She opened an image and 

showed it to Ruoming. Is it this guy? 

Hm? You know him, lil sis Xiaoxiao? Ruoming was quite taken aback at the image on the phone- it was 

Lin Yi! 

 

So he is here! Xiaoxiao nodded, satisfied. Looks like I really did come to the right place 

Shed been putting so much effort into locating Mengyao and Lin Yi and using her resources, only to have 

the answer come out where she wasnt expecting it, completely unrelated to that effort!  

Shed inadvertently showed her phone to a friend, who recognized Mengyao right away, the daughter of 

Pengzhan Industries chairman, currently enrolled at Songshans First School! 

Xiaoxiao found herself quite speechless at the news- shed transferred out of Songshans First when she 

was in middle school, and never paused to consider that shed find who she was looking for here 

But it was only natural, since Mengyao and Yushu werent studying in Songshans First School when they 

were still middle-schoolers. Pengzhan had feared that Mengyao at a young age couldnt discern good 

from bad- he was worried that shed develop one of those young mistress personalities in his own 

school, so hed sent her to a public middle school before enrolling her in Songshans First High School. 

As a result, Xiaoxiao never met Mengyao and Yushu, let alone the newest transfer student Lin Yi. 

To Pinliang and Ruoming, Xiaoxiaos words were like a ray of hope, the type of hope an oppressed 

immigrant would see in their darkest moments So Xiaoxiao was here to exact revenge on Lin Yi? That 

was brilliant news- they might not be able to do anything against Lin Yi, but Feng Xiaoxiao could! 

 

Thats right, lil sis Xiaoxiao- do you have beef with him? Pinliang tested. 

Beef? Xiaoxiao blinked- was there really beef between Lin Yi and her? Thered been a conflict, but it 

couldnt count a beef, really She wanted to see Lin Yi purely to race him! Shed just been feeling a little 

annoyed after Lin Yi looked down on her, but she supposed that that counted as beef I guess so 

Pinliang and Ruoming couldnt hide the joy on their faces- now that Xiaoxiao was looking to battle Lin Yi, 

theyd only have to spectate it when the two tigers collided! 

 

Xiaoxiao locked the car and strolled into the school with Ruoming, Pinliang, and the other delinquents 

walking behind her. 



Tell me about Lin Yi. Busy with his girl? What kind of girl? Xiaoxiao asked to the Ruoming and Pinliang 

walking beside her. 

Xiaoxiao was a little confused- wasnt he supposed to be Mengyaos bodyguard? Who could he be hitting 

on? Could it be that hed gotten together with Mengyao? 

Hes getting really close with our schools commoner beauty Tang Yin. She wasnt here for middle school, 

but transferred over for high school. Pinliang explained. She was Ming Bros recent target, but Lin Yi stole 

her first. 

Oh? Xiaoxiao blinked, not expecting Lin Yi to actually be hitting on someone here at school, on Ruomings 

target, no less. She couldnt help but look at Ruoming, wondering what hed say. 

Dont look at me like that I cant handle him! Ruoming gritted. He was making himself look bad, but he 

didnt bother hiding it- only by doing so could he make Lin Yis tyrant position in this school evident, 

leading to Xiaoxiao putting him in his place. 

Does anyone else at school know about this? Xiaoxiao asked. 

Theres probably no one who doesnt at this point. He announced in front of the dean that Tang Yins his 

woman Lil sis Xiaoxiao, this Lin Yis guys a lot flashier than you were in the past! Pinliang said. The dean 

Mr. Wang didnt even say anything about it! 

Oh? Whats his background? Xiaoxiao was puzzled- even if Mengyaos father was an investor of the 

school, Lin Yi was still a bodyguard- where did he get off being so cocky? And, since he was Mengyaos 

bodyguard, why did she allow him to go hit on girls, and even announce it of all things? Could his 

relationship with Mengyao be kept a secret..? 

I dont know about his background, but I heard that hed transferred here from some faraway village 

school But it doesnt seem like thats the case anymore Pinliang shook his head. Hed be an idiot if he still 

believed Lin Yi to be some farmer village boy. 

Is that so? I understand. Xiaoxiao nodded. It seemed like she needed to make some adjustments to her 

original plan. Shed wanted to get all flirty with Lin Yi in front of Mengyao to cause him some trouble, but 

it didnt look like thatd be effective anymore. 

After all, now that Mengyao had agreed to him getting with some commoner beauty Tang Yin, it was 

only natural that she wouldnt care if Xiaoxiao herself got intimate with him With how things stood, she 

needed something different to get Lin Yi to compromise with her… 

Chapter 403 – I’m Here To See Lin Yi 

At the end of the day, Xiaoxiao was out here looking for Lin Yi so she could get back at him! Who did the 

guy think he was, he was just a bodyguard! All she wanted was to race with him a little, but the guy just 

pushed her car aside without one shred of care for her It was an absolute disgrace to the big sis name of 

Feng Xiaoxiao. 

Wang Zhifeng had jumped in fright when Xiaoxiao went to the office to make the enrollment 

preparations- hed been notified by the principal Ding Binggong, saying that someone had called for 

them to greet and arrange for an incoming student Never would Zhifeng had expected it to be Feng 



Xiaoxiao! 

 

He was very much aware of the misdeeds of Xiaoxiao- the girl was just fresh into seventh grade when 

she crushed the balls of a rich kid who tried to tease her, and a while after that, stabbed a gangster who 

walked in the school, sending him to the hospital! 

 

She wasnt the one who started the trouble, but while the two incidents werent Xiaoxiaos fault, it was 

still big news. If Binggong hadnt told him about the higher-ups protecting her, Xiaoxiao wouldve been 

expelled right away. 

Fortunately, the girl found it to be quite boring staying here in the school, since there werent any who 

could call themselves her opponents. She may have transferred away after a few days, but the strength 

of her name stayed. 

Neither Ruoming or Pinliang, who themselves were serious Big Four members, were on the same level 

as Xiaoxiaos mercilessness. A girl brave enough to be stabbing someone with a knife- that wasnt 

something logical 

And the girl seemed to have some background, as well, not getting expelled even after the two incidents 

she was involved in. No one dared cross her after understanding that. 

Zhifeng felt like he was getting a headache- this Feng Xiaoxiao wasnt someone he could handle at all. 

The deans power had no influence when dealing with her whatsoever, and he had his hands full enough 

with Lin Yi as it was! Fortunately for him, Lin Yi wasnt much of a troublemaker, only maybe holding 

hands with his girlfriend in front of him That made the addition of Xiaoxiao more tolerable at least, but 

Xiaoxiao herself was someone who dared to stab someone in front of him 

What sort of dean was he, anyway? Might as well have Xiaoxiao be the dean, since the students were far 

more fearful of her than they were of him! 

 

Welcome back, Feng Xiaoxiao Zhifeng said helplessly. Now that even the principal had spoken, what else 

could a dean like him do other than pretend he welcomed her back? 

Mister Wang, from your face it feels like you dont really want me back? Xiaoxiao looked at Zhifeng, a 

smile on her face. 

Ugh I Of course not! Zhifeng smiled bitterly at his failure as a dean. 

Hehe, dont worry, Mister Wang- Im here to look for someone, I wont be causing you trouble! Xiaoxiao 

explained reassuringly after seeing that bitter look on his face. 

Oh Looking for someone. Alright, which class do you want to go to? Zhifeng breathed out in relief, 

thinking that itd be easy if she was just looking for someone. 

Class? I dont know Ah, do you know what class Lin Yi is in? Xiaoxiao asked suddenly. 

Lin Lin Yi..? Zhifeng froze. Thats the person youre looking for? 



Yeah, is there a problem? Xiaoxiao nodded before she started nagging like a housewife. Im here for him. 

Hmph, now that Ive caught him Ill show him whos boss! 

It was only natural that Xiaoxiao would be excited- shed looked all around Songshan, only to find that Lin 

Yi was in her old school all along 

Uh Zhifeng almost fainted after hearing Lin Yis name. Youre here for Lin Yi? 

Yeah, whats wrong? Xiaoxiao asked. 

Nothing Zhifeng sighed weakly with a wave of his hand as he continued the enrollment procedure, all 

the while wondering why Xiaoxiao was looking for him. From her expression it seemed like shed gotten 

dumped by Lin Yi She wasnt here to get back with him, was she? 

But what about Tang Yin? Could this be the legendary love triangle? Zhifeng felt his head throb as he 

understood the troubles that would soon come Lin Yi and Feng Xiaoxiao, together? It seemed like hed 

have to wait and see what fate had in store for him! 

 

After finishing the procedure, Zhifeng brought Xiaoxiao to the twelfth grade fifth class, giving the 

homeroom teacher Ms. Liu a nod before personally walking in with Xiaoxiao. Allow me to introduce a 

new student, Feng Xiaoxiao! Everybody please welcome her with a round of applause! 

Other than Pinliang and Gao Xiaofu, no one seemed to know about Feng Xiaoxiao. After all, the age of 

Feng Xiaoxiao was simply too long ago, and the current students, who were mostly only here after high 

school, didnt know who Xiaoxiao was. 

But the boys in the class were heating up as they looked at this newcomer- truth be told, Xiaoxiaos 

sweet and exquisite appearance was quite misleading One would find her to be an extremely adorable 

girl if they didnt know about the terrors that came with her name 

She was definitely a potential bearer of the title school beauty, walking on the same level as Chu 

Mengyao, Chen Yushu, and Tang Yin- this was the boys first impression of the girl! 

 

Hello everyone! Ill be in your care! Xiaoxiao smiled sweetly. 

Pinliang felt goosebumps all over his body- that smile and those words werent cute at all for him 

Xiaoxiao was a pretty girl, but Pinliang wasnt having any romantic thoughts for her at all! Getting your 

balls crushed wasnt a joke, and something hed definitely want to avoid. 

Feng Xiaoxiao, you can sit at Ms. Liu was thinking of getting Xiaoxiao a front seat, since she wasnt very 

tall. 

The students who transferred here around this time usually came to study, too, making the final burst of 

preparations for the final exams. This Xiaoxiao girl had been personally introduced by the dean, too- she 

had to have some sort of background. 

Its fine, Ill look for my own seat! Xiaoxiao walked her way to the final row in the class before the teacher 

even finished speaking. 



Lin Yi frowned- he kept thinking that this Xiaoxiao girl looked familiar Now that she was walking towards 

him he recalled something! This girl, wasnt she that hipster girl with the Audi TT he met at the food stall 

street the other day? 

She wasnt all fully dressed up like she was that day, and looked a lot cuter now, but one close look and 

he could still recognize her! 

 

Fuck! Lin Yi guessed that there was an eighty percent chance that this girl was coming straight at him for 

trouble- was this yet another troublemaker in his life?? 

All the boys in the class looked in envy as Xiaoxiao walked over to the last row and seated herself in the 

empty seat beside Lin Yi, except for Pinliang, his eyes full of cold malice as he looked at Lin Yi. Youre 

gonna get whats coming to you soon, Lin Yi..! Shell fuck you up! 

 

Lin Yi, we meet again! The sweet, pretty girl bared her fangs instantly right after sitting down, a smile on 

her face as she glared at Lin Yi. You thought I wouldnt be able to find you, right? 

Whatre you talking about, are you retarded? Do I know you? Lin Yi raised his eyes lazily to look at 

Xiaoxiao, not trying to be polite at all. 

Chapter 404 – That’s What You Get 

Lin Yis guts told him that there couldnt be anything good coming out of Xiaoxiao looking for him- the girl 

seemed sweet and pretty, but he dared not cross her path. The endless trouble thatd follow would 

simply be too much. 

You Xiaoxiao was at a loss for words from her frustration- she was still, at the end of the day, a super 

invincible galaxy beauty! Why did she get turned into a retard all of a sudden by Lin Yi? 

Xiaobo had heard Xiaoxiaos words from in front of Lin Yi, too- he was just envying Lin Yis bountiful luck 

when the mocking words coming from Lin Yis mouth hit him, almost making him fall over. This guy didnt 

know how to appreciate a beauty at all! 

Me what? If youre here to study then do whatever you want, but if youre planning something else dont 

blame me from kicking you out the window! Lin Yi said faintly. Ive stomped down two Big Four members 

already, I wouldnt mind doing the same to another one! 

Lin Yi had witnessed what took place at the school gates this morning! 

 

The truth was, the fatty Yu Dafa from twelfth grade had already come and informed him of the fourth 

Big Four returning to Songshans First School. The thing was, Lin Yi didn’t have any interest whatsoever in 

greeting that Big Four- anyone who wanted to kiss some ass could go entertain themselves, but Lin Yi 

wasnt planning on going at all. 

What Lin Yi wasnt expecting, however, was the fact that the fourth would be a girl, and the young miss 

hed met at the food street that other day, no less! As a result, there was nothing about this beauty Lin Yi 



would want to appreciate at all! 

 

So you knew? Xiaoxiao wasnt expecting Lin Yi to be aware of her identity. 

Looked outside the window. Lin Yi frowned as his phone vibrated. Stop talking so much, Im checking a 

text. 

Lin Yi ignoring her was simply too much for her to handle- it was the first time shed received such 

frustrating treatment! She raised her high heeled shoe and aimed it at Lin Yis foot as he focused his eyes 

on the text, but just when she was about to land a hit on the foot it disappeared all of a sudden 

A crisp snap sounded, loud and clear along with Xiaoxiaos cry of surprise- the heel had completely 

broken off from the force shed put into the attack! 

 

Her face was flushing red as she glared at Lin Yi, who acted as if it were none of his business as he 

continued reading the text, not even bothering to care about what had just happened. 

Was it a coincidence? Did Lin Yi not evade that intentionally..? Xiaoxiao was quite puzzled here- she 

snapped and corrected her doubts an instant later. Even if the guy didnt see the attack coming there 

was no way hed missed that crisp snapping sound! Wasnt he the least bit curious at all? 

There was only one possibility at this point- hed done it on purpose. Hed dodged the attack 

intentionally, and now he was willfully acting as if he hadnt heard anything! Pissed, she reached out to 

snatch Lin Yis phone out of his hands. 

But Lin Yi raised his hand slightly, as if he were sending a text, miraculously dodging Xiaoxiaos 

movement. 

The text had come from Yushu. Yao Yao wanted me to ask you why youre messing with girls again. Is 

that another person who wants revenge? 

Lin Yi smiled bitterly- it seemed like Mengyao and Yushu didnt recognize Xiaoxiao that theyd met at the 

food street. He sent a reply. She really is here for revenge, but thats because I went to the food street 

with you guys. 

Food street? Mengyao looked at Yushus phone with a frown. What food street? Whats Lin Yi hitting on a 

girl got to do with us going to the food street? 

Oh I think I remember! Yushu slapped her forehead abruptly. Yao Yao, do you remember that little miss 

who blocked our car back then? And then Shield Bro pushed their car away 

Youre talking about that Audi TT? Mengyao tried to recollect her memories- it seemed like that person 

really was todays Feng Xiaoxiao, but just with a different appearance. 

Yeah, thats her! YUshu nodded. Looks like shes here to get back at Shield Bro! Yao Yao, what do we do? 

What else can we do? Were just going to ignore her! Since its not Lin Yi messing around with girls then 

we shouldnt involve ourselves so much! Mengyao said casually. 



Oh, yeah yeah yeah! Well involve ourselves when Shield Bro starts messing with girls again! Yushu said 

knowingly. 

Him messing with girls isnt related to us, too! Hes not your boyfriend, so whatre you so worked up over? 

Mengyao eyed Yushu. 

Well, whether or not hes my boyfriend depends on what Yao Yao wants Yushu stuck her tongue out in 

response. 

What is that nonsense! Mengyao raged. Open your mouth. 

? Yushu blinked, but opened it anyway. Aaah 

Mengyao sent her hand into Yushus mouth. 

Gh-! Ah, Ah! It hurts! Yao Yao, whyre you pulling my tongue? It hurts, come on, let go Yushu almost 

started tearing up from the pain. 

Hmph, I was trying to pull your tongue out for all the nonsense you keep saying! Mengyao, naturally, 

wouldnt actually pull Yushus tongue out. It was just a threat. 

I wont do it again Ill stop the nonsense, alright Ah, it hurts You actually went for it, Yao Yao, it really hurt 

Yushu had a hand over her mouth, almost crying from the pain 

Lin Yi put his phone back in before turning to Xiaoxiao. Whatre you up to, exactly? You have ADHD? 

Hey, is Chu Mengyao getting jealous? Xiaoxiao may seem violent on the outside, but she was actually a 

really meticulous person who paid attention to detail- shed looked in Mengyaos direction and saw her 

lowering her head. She was looking at a text. 

Nope, she doesnt like me. Lin Yi said faintly. You should also stop thinking about all the impure stuff, its 

useless. 

Lin Yi could guess what Xiaoxiao was planning by looking at those eyes that kept darting around. 

Impure stuff? Say what you want, but if you dont teach me how to drive Ill spill the beans about your 

relationship with Mengyao! Xiaoxiao didnt care much for Lin Yis threat- she sent him a threat of her own 

instead. 

Do what you want. The things people know or not know only really affect Chu Mengyao- its got nothing 

to do with me in the slightest. Lin Yi shrugged. If youre willing to make a new enemy to fight against be 

my guest, but just dont think Chu Mengyaos an easy target She has this something called Chen Yushu 

beside her. Quite a girl, even more so than you. Dont regret what happens to you after walking down 

that path. 

…… Xiaoxiao glared at Lin Yi violently. Now that her threat was ineffective, she could only give up. 

Regarding Chen Yushu, however Shed never met the girl in person, but it was a big name shed heard of 

long ago. Her brother was the leader of the Songshan Young Masters, with god knew how many levels 

ahead of a Big Four power tier. Unless she had some personal grudge against the girl, Xiaoxiao wasnt 

very keen on starting drama with someone like that. 



It was only a threat to get Lin Yi to listen, anyway. But he didn’t care. 

Youre not scared at all that Chu Mengyao might fire you? Xiaoxiao wasnt ending it there. 

Chapter 405 – Here’s An Idea 

She wanted to kick me out since the first day she met me, do you see me leaving? Lin Yi eyed Xiaoxiao 

like she was an idiot. Her dads the person paying my salary, not her, so can you stop asking your 

retarded questions? 

Do you want to teach me drifting, yes or no? Xiaoxiao asked with a hmph. 

I dont know how to drift. Lin Yi shook his head. I just got my driving licence a month ago, take a look 

yourself if you dont believe me. 

With that, Lin Yi took out his driving licence and put it in front of Xiaoxiao. 

Xiaoxiao didnt know what to say- one look at the issue date of that drivers licence told her that Lin Yi 

had only gotten it this month, but Xiaoxiao didnt believe Lin Yi. You didnt need a licence to be able to 

drive! 

Fine, Lin Yi! You wait and see! Xiaoxiao gritted angrily. 

Ha Lin Yi didnt care about what Xiaoxiao was saying at all. 

After the end of the first class, Xiaoxiao called Pinliang out of the classroom. 

How did it go, lil sis Xiaoxiao? Did you put that Lin Yi in his place? Pinliang was actually more concerned 

than Xiaoxiao was. Hed wanted to ask her about her progress, but didnt dare to unless it was Xiaoxiao 

who came to him. Now that she was doing that Pinliang made sure to ask the important question. 

Of course its not that easy, doesnt matter if I go soft or hard on him, he doesnt budge! Xiaoxiao said 

angrily. Do you know if he has any weaknesses? 

Uh Im not really sure Pinliang said, thinking that hed have handled Lin Yi by himself long ago if hed 

known about his weaknesses- he wouldnt be here waiting on Xiaoxiao at all! 

 

Then what do you think we can use to blackmail Lin Yi? Xiaoxiao asked. 

Blackmail? Pinliang blinked, not quite understanding why Xiaoxiao would want that rather than punish 

the guy. Lil sis Xiaoxiao, why do you need to blackmail him for? 

Obviously for a purpose of mine, why are you asking so many questions? Do you know, or not? Xiaoxiao 

frowned impatiently, evidently not very interested in talking to Pinliang about this matter anymore. 

If were talking about blackmail I dont really have anything in mind right now Maybe I can go back and 

think up something for you? Pinliang said after hesitating a while, failing to provide an answer. 

Fine, go back then! Xiaoxiao was quite speechless- did this Pinliang know anything at all? Naturally, she 

wasnt planning on waiting on him to get her a strategy. It seemed like Pinliang wouldnt be much help 

here. 



Boss, whats up with her? Xiaobo whispered to Lin Yi, confused. 

Who knows, probably something wrong with her head. Met her once in a food street, she had a car 

blocking mine so I pushed it away And now she wants me to teach her how to drift Lin Yi explained, 

speechless. 

I see. But boss, you sure are lucky all the time! Xiaobo said with envy. How come there arent any pretty 

girls looking for me?? 

You want me to ask Fen that question? Lin Yi asked with a smile. 

No Dont tell her, Im just fantasizing a little! Xiaobo quickly shook his head. Ah, boss, why didnt you ask 

me what my parents said about Fen when I got home yesterday? 

If you told them about the company first, then they probably wouldnt even ask about Fen, but if you 

didnt, it still wouldnt matter after that situation yesterday. You wouldnt be breaking up with Fen at all 

So whether or not they said anything is pointless Lin Yi analyzed, smiling. 

Thats why youre my boss, you got everything right! After I told them about the company, they didnt ask 

about Fen at all! Xiaobo nodded, excited. But boss, I was reading management books the whole night 

yesterday, and Im still lost- theres a lot of professional terms I dont understand. 

If you could understand everything after one night of studying then the whole world would be filled with 

entrepreneurs. Lin Yi shook his head. You need to take it step by step, dont eat so much that you cant 

swallow. 

Youre right I was too rushed Xiaobo agreed. 

The problem now is college. Itd be best if you let Fen go to the same school with you, but I dont know 

what shes like in terms of academics. Lin Yi suggested. 

I never asked her about that. Here, Ill text her later and see what she thinks. Xiaobo said. 

Xiaoxiao walked in as the two were talking, and Xiaobo gave Lin Yi a weird smile before turning his head 

away. 

Xiaoxiao was thinking about how she should punish Lin Yi and get him to teach her drifting as she 

walked back into class, but since she had nothing yet she decided not to mess with him, putting a brief 

pause in their war. 

Since she wasnt paying any attention to Lin Yi, Lin Yi, naturally, wouldnt be paying any attention to her. 

He was quite pleased with the silence. 

Xiaoxiao was mentally plotting- just what should she do to blackmail Lin Yi? The plan of exposing his 

relationship with Mengyao actually turned out to be ineffective, and it seemed that Lin Yi really didnt 

care at all! She had to think about something else. 

Just as she was brainstorming, her phone vibrated in her pocket. She pulled it out, surprised to see 

Pinliangs text. 



Lil sis Xiaoxiao, I was discussing with Xiaofu- if you wanna blackmail Lin Yi you could go take a couple 

pictures of him in the washroom, thatd work, right? 

Xiaoxiaos eyes lit up after reading the text- that was actually a pretty good idea. Alright, you go take 

those pics then! 

Me? Pinliang didnt know how he should react as he looked at the text on his phone. Why would he tell 

her about this if he dared take those pictures in the first place? Lin Yi would pummel him if he did 

something like that to Lin Yi! 

 

I cant, I dont wanna get beat up! But I can help be a lookout for you. Pinliang swiftly sent that text back, 

much to Xiaoxiaos frustration. It looked like shed have to go on the front lines herself! 

 

If Lin Yi still wouldnt comply after that then shed threaten him with sending the pictures to Mengyao 

and Yushu, and that commoner beauty, too! Hed be absolutely shamed if she did that. 

While men were rather thick-skinned under some situations, Xiaoxiao believed that Lin Yi would be 

embarrassed to have girls see him peeing 

Xiaoxiao held a fist as she made the decision. Alright, lets do this! 

 

Another period ended, but Lin Yi wasnt going to the washroom at all, troubling Xiaoxiao. 

Another class ended, and Lin Yi still wasnt going to the bathroom, troubling Xiaoxiao even more. She 

couldnt hold it in anymore. Lin Yi, why dont you drink any water? 

Why should I drink water? Also, why do you care if I drink water or not? Arent you trying to manage me 

too much? Lin Yi said rather impolitely as he eyed XIaoxiao. 

Uh Its summer, and its hot, you know- I was just kindly reminding you, but if youre going to be like that, 

then fine! Hmph! Xiaoxiao turned her head away and paid no more attention to Lin Yi. 

Chapter 406 – You’re The One With AIDS 

I see. Lin Yi didnt think Xiaoxiao would be so kind as to remind him to hydrate himself on a hot day- he 

didnt find that likely at all. Also, hed know if he was thirsty from the heat, he didnt need anyone 

reminding him! 

 

But Xiaoxiaos words actually got Lin Yi a little thirsty. He reached his hand into his desk and pulled out an 

empty bottle of mineral water, one he finished drinking yesterday. 

Here! Xiaoxiao quickly handed her own drink to Lin Yi, her eyes watching intently as Lin Yi accepted it. 

? Lin Yi felt that something was up with this Xiaoxiao all of a sudden- always suspect someone who gives 

you benefits for nothing. 



Uh Xiaoxiao found her actions way too passionate as well- of course Lin Yi would think something was 

up. She had no chance but to explain herself. Were neighbors in class, teachers always say that we 

should help one another. 

Lin Yi would be an idiot if he believed her crap, but he was feeling rather thirsty. He was about to open 

Xiaoxiaos bottle of water when he realized itd been opened before. 

Frowning, Lin Yi wondered if Xiaoxiao had done something to this bottle of water. She wouldnt do 

something so tasteless, would she? 

Xiaoxiao blushed after seeing Lin Yis hesitation. I took a sip earlier this morning 

Lin Yi didnt know what to say to that. So that explained the pre-opened lid. 

Although, it wasnt that easy to poison him After hed trained his Art of Dragon Mastery, the Lin Yi 

already well-versed in medicine found his sense of smell and taste highly improved- he was able to 

detect the poison in poisoned food and water. 

You dont have any diseases or anything, right? Like hepatitis or AIDS? Lin Yi asked after taking the drink. 

…… Xiaoxiaos organs were bursting with rage- did this person seriously ask her if she had hepatitis or 

AIDS? What in the world..? She was a pretty girl, a young, pretty girl! A bottle her lips touched? People 

would be lining up for that sort of thing, and here Lin Yi was, nitpicking and asking if she had AIDS!! 

Naturally, that was assuming that the people werent aware of Xiaoxiaos personality. Anyone with that 

understanding would never dare take a drink from her bottle- theyd just be asking to get beat up. 

Youre the one with AIDS!! Xiaoxiao exploded. You illiterate man, dont you watch the science channel?? 

Even if I had hepatitis and AIDS it wouldnt spread to you through this! 

Ah Lin Yi smiled faintly, thinking that this girl knew quite a bit. He opened the lid and secretly tasted it 

with his tongue, only starting drinking after hed determined if it was safe or not. After chugging down 

half of it he put it into his desk. You dont want it anymore after I drank it, right? Ill take the rest. 

Xiaoxiao wasnt planning on taking back something Lin Yi had drunk- how could she possible drink it now 

that a boy had drank from it? But Lin Yis words were really pissing her off- the guy was talking so big 

after drinking her drink, and just claiming it like that was the most natural thing he was supposed to do! 

Did he have no shame?? 

No! Im still thirsty! Xiaoxiao didnt want Lin Yi to have things his way- she pulled the drink from out of his 

desk, opened it, and chugged the other half down into her stomach before glaring at Lin Yi as she caught 

her breath She almost choked herself on that water! 

Lin Yi, on the other hand, was feeling quite helpless and speechless at this rebellious girl, but decided to 

not bother. She could drink it if she didnt mind, so long as she didnt cry and puke the way the Miss did 

Xiaoxiao didnt feel too many emotions after drinking the drink, but she did start regretting it a little now 

that shed finished. How could she have drunk something Lin Yi had? Her first kiss Hmph!! You wait and 

see, Ill show you whos boss when you need to pee! 

 



Xiaoxiaos personality was different to that of the Miss- as annoyed as she was, she wouldnt dwell on 

something like that other than just feel a little frustrated over it. She tossed the empty bottle at the 

trash can in the corner, but coincidentally hit it on Pinliangs head by accident 

Ah! Pinliang cried out before standing up, cursing through gritted teeth. God fucking shit, who was that? 

You wanna die? Who threw that! 

After Lin Yi forced him into changing his seat, Pinliang had to move to the right corner of the classroom, 

with the trash some distance behind him It was a trash can some of the more lazy students would throw 

their trash in without walking over. 

Now that Pinliang was there, no one did so anymore. It wouldnt be a joke if they accidentally hit the 

third of the Big Four on the head. 

Lin Yi did! Xiaoxiaos eyes lit up, and she pointed at Lin Yi. 

She wanted to cause some conflict between Lin Yi and Pinliang, annoy Lin Yi with some trouble. After all, 

Pinliang would probably swallow that frustration if shed admitted to throwing the bottle. 

Wha?! Pinliang froze as the rage on his face disappeared, putting him in an awkward position. Fight Lin 

Yi? That wasnt something hed dare do, not after some crazy strong guy like Heibao Bro got his ass 

disabled and handed to him by Lin Yi. His only hope now was Zhang Naipao, and before his return 

Pinliang would definitely avoid all conflict with Lin Yi. And so, Pinliang swallowed his rage and spoke a 

little awkwardly. Its nothing 

He knew itd be a little embarrassing to just back off like that, but it beat getting pummeled by Lin Yi 

again. Now that Lin Yi had beaten him up a couple times, Pinliang didnt mind getting humiliated this one 

more instance. Hed lost his pride in front of his classmates long ago, anyway. 

It wasnt me- If it were me I wouldve used something else to split your head instead of an empty bottle. 

Lin Yi said faintly. 

Hm?? Pinliang froze yet again- Lin Yi was being really cocky, but Pinliang didnt doubt the claim at all! 

After all, there was no reason for Lin Yi to lie!  

Lin Yi had messed with him in many different situations, and he didnt need reasoning for those instances 

at all Like the one where he kicked him into the air, chair and all, for example. 

And so, if Lin Yi said that it wasnt him who threw the bottle then that had to be the case. What could 

Pinliang possibly be afraid of if it wasnt Lin Yi, then? Flarming up once more, he stood up. Who? Who 

was it then? Get your ass out, or youre dead when I find out who you are!! 

Pinliangs classmates found his behavior to be quite disdainful- the guy had chickened out when he heard 

it was Lin Yi who threw the bottle, but now that Lin Yi said it wasnt him hed sprung back up again, full of 

energy! 

 

But even so, no one dared say anything about it. After all, just because Pinliang didnt dare do anything 

to Lin Yi it didnt mean hed treat everyone else the same! 



Yao Yao, who was the one who threw that bottle? Was it you? Yushu spoke up all of a sudden, but made 

sure her voice was loud enough for Pinliang to hear. 

Wha?! Pinliang froze yet again- could it have been Mengyao? Why would Yushu ask that, then, if it 

werent her? Pinliang started sweating. He couldnt piss Lin Yi off, but that applied to Mengyao as well! 

He was still trying to make her his girlfriend, he couldnt just leave a bad impression on her! 

I like how Pinliang always worries about leaving a bad impression. 

Chapter 407 – Caught In A Difficult Position 

Pinliang went silent awkwardly, his face mopey. It was Yao Yao? Its nothing then 

Everyone else were looking down on Pinliang once more- so it was nothing if it was Mengyao, too? Why 

was this person so shameless, he was just yelling about making the bottle-thrower pay! 

 

It wasnt me, I didnt even finish my drink yet! Mengyao frowned, obviously aware that Yushu was trying 

to mess with Pinliang- Even then, Mengyao didnt want to get misunderstood like that for nothing! Her, 

throwing a bottle at Pinliang? She would never bother hitting him, who did he think he was! 

With that, Mengyao pulled her drink out from her desk and waved it in front of Yushu. Would it kill you 

so stop causing trouble?? Dont make me pull your tongue out again! 

Ugh Ill stop, but you wont trick me into opening my mouth again..! Yushu closed her mouth shut with 

her hands. 

Meanwhile, Pinliang flared with rage- Yushu was clearly messing with him, but there was nothing he 

could do about that at all- he couldnt cross Chen Yushu!  

Putting her brother aside, there was still the fact that she was Mengyaos best friend, her soulmate He 

wouldnt really dare piss her off in the first place. 

His insides were bursting with frustration- he had to channel this out on someone else! Im gonna count 

to three! The one who threw the bottle, you better show yourself or youll regret it! 

Pinliang was really raging at this point- after multiple instances of suppressing that rage, it was now 

erupting in its entirety! 

 

Fine, fine! I threw it! Xiaoxiao wasnt expecting Pinliang to be this worked up over something like that, 

and Lin Yi was looking at her vaguely, too. She decided to just admit to the bottle-throwing since Lin Yi 

would expose her even if she didnt. 

That was incorrect, however, for Lin Yi didnt give two shits about something as trivial as this, especially 

when it was Pinliang who got hit on the head. He wouldnt care even if Pinliang died from it. 

Ah?! Pinliang never thought that Xiaoxiao would be the one responsible! His face subtly twisted in agony 

as he considered his current position. 



He didnt dare piss Lin Yi off, and he couldnt do anything to Mengyao or Yushu But it was even more so 

when it was Xiaoxiao! 

Ah lil sis Xiaoxiao, its nothing Ha Pinliang pressed his frustration down as he seated himself, almost 

trembling at all the pent up rage- one touch would explode him.  

Yet he had no other options- if he couldnt go against these people, then hed have to hide from them. 

This little episode had cost him a lot of his honor and pride- all his classmates wanted to laugh, but tried 

their best to hold it in out of fear, much to Pinliangs frustration. He wouldnt have stood up in the first 

place if hed known this was gonna happen! All three times he backed off with his tail between his legs! 

Fuck! Ever since Lin Yi came to our class nothing goes my way! Pinliang angrily slammed a fist against the 

wall, the only target for him to vent his frustrations on. 

Hold it in, Liang Bro! The moment Pao comes back from the mountain itll be Lin Yis execution day! 

Xiaofu had learned of Zhang Naipaos whereabouts at this point- he was quite excited himself for 

Naipaos return from the training. 

Yeah, but by the time he comes back itll only be harder for me to get with Mengyao. Look at how ruined 

my relationship with her is right now! Pinliang said angrily. 

Uh But all those strategies didnt work Xiaofu might be a petty military strategist, but strategist he was- 

he specialized in shameless attacks. But Liang Bro, you need to hurry up! Were graduating soon, and itll 

be really hard by the time youre a college student Youd have trouble just meeting her if you end up in a 

different department! 

Youre right, I need to hurry! Pinliang nodded. You have any ideas? 

The ideas I have now dont work, and Ill need time before I can come up with a doable one! Xiaofu shook 

his head in response. 

Then forget it, well keep thinking! Pinliang was at a loss himself. 

The last morning class ended, and Lin Yi finally stood up from his desk to exit to classroom before lunch, 

much to Xiaoxiaos delight. She quickly gestured to Pinliang and called him. You go first and clear the 

bathroom of other boys! I dont wanna see anyone peeing in there when I go in! 

Having received the instructions, Pinliang rushed to the washroom with Xiaofu- they had to clear the 

place of people before Lin Yi arrived! Xiaoxiao would definitely be displeased if she came in to see 

anyone else in there. 

Get out, get out! Everybody get the hell out! Pinliang didnt dare do anything to Lin Yi, but these students 

were but fodder to him- he didnt need to say much to get everyone running out the bathroom 

But life was full of exceptions. A boy with a cigarette in his mouth came walking out from one of the 

stalls, his eyes glaring at Pinliang. I say, Liangy, youre being pretty cocky arent you? Kicking me out when 

Im smoking here? 

It was Zou Ruoming. Others may fear the name of Zhong Pinliang, but not him- he was but annoyed that 

Pinliang was interrupting his smoking session. 



Under normal circumstances, Pinliang really wouldnt want to get into a head-on confrontation with 

Ruoming, but today was different. He curled his lips after Ruoming finished talking. Ming Bro, Xiaoxiaos 

got something to do here, dont say I didnt warn you- if you wanna stay here and interrupt her then carry 

on. 

Ah? Xiaoxiaos coming here? Ruoming blinked, his cigarette dropping down onto the floor with a pop. He 

didnt care. Why didnt you say so earlier? 

With that, he ran out the washroom without bothering with Pinliang. 

Pinliang smiled proudly as Ruoming ran out the room, not remembering that he was running from 

someone else. Having completely cleared the bathroom up, Pinliang stood guard with Xiaofu outside, 

sentrying both sides of the bathroom door like guards, stopping anyone who tried to enter. 

Lin Yi walked up to the washroom and saw the two standing at the sides of the entrance, confused. 

Whatre you two doing? 

Its nothing, its nothing, were just waiting for somebody Pinliang explained flatteringly. Boss Lin, you 

wanted to use the washroom? Please, enter! 

Lin Yi frowned. What the hell was up with these two idiots? He walked inside anyway to find that there 

wasnt anyone in there, prompting Lin Yi to heighten his awareness Both Pinliang and Xiaofu were pieces 

of shit- something had to be up with them standing guard outside like that. 

Yo, what happened? Is he inside? Xiaoxiao had been tracing Lin Yi step for step, but kept her distance in 

fear that Lin Yi would spot her- she didnt see if Lin Yi entered the washroom or not. 

Hes inside, lil sis Xiaoxiao, and the whole place is clear. You can go in rest assured that us two will stand 

guard for you! Pinliang promised with a pat on his chest.  

Chapter 408 – Another Bathroom Rain 

Xiaoxiao nodded, satisfied. Very good. Ill go in then, you guys keep watch! 

Of course, lil sis Xiaoxiao! Pinliang nodded. 

Xiaoxiao took her phone out and turned the camera on before tip-toeing into the mens washroom To 

tell the truth, she was actually feeling pretty tense, this being her first time in the mens washroom and 

all. Shed been rebellious and feisty these couple years, even stabbing someone without blinking, but the 

thought of entering a place like this still put a blush onto her face. 

Xiaoxiao closed her eyes and convinced herself that she only needed to walk over and take a quick shot- 

the quality didnt matter since it was something for threatening Lin Yi anyway. 

Lin Yi may currently be peeing, but he was still on full alert- his heart tensed up upon hearing the 

footsteps come from behind him. There wasnt glass in front of him this time around, however, and he 

wasnt able to check what was behind him through the reflection. 

But Lin Yi didnt even need to think about it to know that this was related to Pinliang- why else would he 

be standing outside with Xiaofu like that? What Lin Yi didnt understand, however, was why this Pinliang 



was so retarded. Using the same move twice? Didnt he remember his artificial rain experience from last 

time? 

There was a very slight warning coming from the jade- this meant that while this person wasnt here to 

murder him, there was still some hostile intent. Having confirmed that this person behind him was an 

enemy, Lin Yi decided to just swing his body around and do what he did last time 

If he insisted on playing the same game, then Lin Yi would just entertain him with the same victory. 

Ah!! Xiaoxiao had her eyes closed as she walked up to film Lin Yi when it started raining all of a sudden, 

much to Xiaoxiaos surprise. She opened her eyes after crying out to see what exactly was going on, only 

to completely pale in realization. 

This wasnt rain It was It was Lin Yis pee!!! 

 

Aaah!!! Xiaoxiao shrieked once more before subconsciously covering her eyes with her now wet hands 

The wetness should be Lin Yis urine!! Lin Yi, Ill kill you!!  

With that utterance of rage and disgust, Xiaoxiao frantically ran out the bathroom, not staying with Lin 

Yi any longer 

Pinliang and Xiaofu, on the other hand, had been observing everything Pinliang knew that things had 

gone completely south after Lin Yi used that same move. 

As expected, Xiaoxiao was soaked with urine… she had to be absolutely furious. 

Xiaoxiao stood by the water faucet outside the bathroom and washed her hair and face as if her life 

depended on it. Her body had pee-stains as well, but there wasnt much she could do about that She 

couldnt just wash her clothes, could she? People would be able to see through them if they were wet. 

For the time being, she settled on cleaning her hair and face before going down the stairs and directly 

into her car. She was planning on buying herself a change of clothes and getting a shower at a hotel- she 

felt like going on a rampage from the pee on her body! 

The Audi TTs engine roared, and Xiaoxiao vanished, leaving a trail of smoke behind along with Pinliang 

and Xiaofus bitter and speechless faces. 

Xiaoxiao should be raging right now- the two hoped that she wouldnt be directing that rage at them 

when the time came 

You two, come here! Lin Yi was equally shocked by Xiaoxiaos presence himself- never would he have 

thought that itd be Xiaoxiao who came into the washroom! He did, however, have an idea what was 

going on after seeing the phone in her hands. 

So that was why shed been so kind that morning, asking if he was thirsty or not, and even supplying him 

with her own water She wanted to film him in the washroom! 

Lin Yi did feel rather awkward about the whole raining on Xiaoxiao incident- she wasnt Pinliang or 

Xiaofu, after all. She was a girl. As impure as her intentions may be, his move against her mightve been 

too perverted. 



He decided to let it go- it was a nice opportunity for her to learn a lesson and stop bothering him all the 

time. 

But Lin Yi didnt plan on letting go the two sentries outside the washroom. Obviously, Xiaoxiao was the 

mastermind, and these two were accomplices! Why else would they be here, watching the washroom 

entrance? 

Pinliang and Xiaofu looked at each other, very bitter smiles on both their faces. Theyd thought that Lin 

Yis attention would be completely occupied with Xiaoxiao after shed taken his picture, that they, the 

sentries, would be excluded from the conflict Now that Xiaoxiao wasnt here anymore they were left to 

deal with Lin Yi. 

Pinliang wanted to make a run for it, but he understood quite clearly that as long as he was a class five 

student hed never escape the clutches of Lin Yi. Since hed have to get beaten up by the guy regardless 

then might as well get it over with right now 

With lowered heads, Pinliang and Xiaofu walked into the washroom a little timidly. Boss Lin Yi Its not our 

fault, it was Feng Xiaoxiao who forced us to help 

Is that so? Lin Yi said faintly. 

Yes, it was her! Pinliang nodded quickly. Boss Lin Yi, you dont know how powerful Feng Xiaoxiao was 

back then! Shes the fourth and last ranking of us Big Four, but thats because shes a girl! Shes a lot 

stronger than us! 

Pinliang wanted to divert Lin YIs attention back onto Xiaoxiao and get him to focus on her- theyd be safe 

that way. 

Oh? Really? Lin Yi said, his eyes on Pinliang. He wanted to have an idea of who this Feng Xiaoxiao was 

anyway- he was starting to get tired of her antics. 

Thats right. A guy tried to harass her once, and she burst his balls with a kick Also, a thug who came into 

the school, a mugger- she stabbed him and disabled him Pinliang said. Thats the situation, Boss Lin! Shes 

on a different level from us, we cant say no to her orders 

I see! Lin Yi nodded. Lets put this behind us then! 

Thank you, Boss Lin! Thank you! Pinliang and Xiaofu were overjoyed that Lin Yi was letting them go. 

Dont get too happy so soon- were putting this behind us, but theres something else. Lin Yi said faintly. 

Even if she forced you into helping her, what do you think will happen if I told her about your experience 

of the pee rain, that you guys didnt warn her of the danger and just let her come walking in with that 

risk Would your balls get crushed too, you think? 

Wha?! Pinliang couldnt believe his ears- he wasnt expecting Lin Yi to threaten him!  

But it was definitely a terrifying thought- hed die a horrible death if Lin Yi told Xiaoxiao about that. The 

girl would probably hold a knife against his back and force him to eat shit in the toilet for an apology! 

 

A deep chill went down Pinlaings spine at the thought. Why didnt he just give Xiaoxiao that reminder?! 



Chapter 409 – I’ll Go Visit 

Pinliang blamed himself in silence- he hadnt brought that up to Xiaoxiao because it was just too 

humiliating! Pinliang, Naipao, and himself amounted to three people, and still they got wrecked by one 

man! Hed never let out embarrassing information like that if he had a choice! 

 

But that was now a decision he regretted- if he had known this was how itd end then hed inform 

Xiaoxiao no matter how humiliating itd be! He was screwed now, if Xiaoxiao were to learn the truth itd 

be an absolutely horrid end for him. 

Boss Lin You wouldnt mess with us like that right Pinliangs face was bitter as he begged. Hed rather get a 

beating by Lin Yi as an alternative! 

Two choices for you. The first is that you kneel in the toilet and leave after ten minutes. That, or I tell 

Feng Xiaoxiao the truth. Lin Yi said. 

Alright, Ill kneel! As disgusted at the pee-stained toilet floor Pinliang was, hed prefer kneeling 

on it rather than have Lin Yi tell Xiaoxiao the truth. Itd be much more pleasant than getting dealt with by 

Xiaoxiao. 

Alright, Im going. Lin Yi wasnt in the mood to be paying these two idiots any more attention, but he had 

to give them punishment once in a while. Whether they actually kneeled or not would have to depend 

on how aware of their situation they were. You can try faking it, but remember I might be always with 

you, watching. 

Dont worry, Boss Lin! Pinliang said as his hair stood up. Hed wanted to stroll off after Lin Yi left, but that 

reminder from him horrified Pinliang too much. 

Thinking about it, Lin Yi did really seem like he was always with Pinliang- every time he had something 

pleasing happen to him Lin Yi had to be involved in messing that up Pinliang didnt know what to say to 

this fate. Was Lin Yi someone god just decided to throw at him and ruin everything? Can Xiaofu and I 

take turns kneeling? We need someone to keep watch 

Sure, as long as you two kneel for ten minutes each. Lin Yi turned and left with that. Xiaobo had taken 

the time for lunch to go visit Fen, who had put her past behind her already. She was a lot more open 

now, and it seemed like Xiaobo had made his decision about steadily getting busy with his relationship 

with Fen. 

Lin Yi figured that hed went to Fen to talk about college plans, and decided not to interrupt him. He 

dialed Tang Yin instead, only to find out that she wasnt at school, unexpectedly. She was taking 

care of and having lunch with her father at the hospital. 

Mrs. Tang, on the other hand, had continued the food stall business behind school, and the task of 

getting food to Mr. Tang fell onto Tang Yins shoulders, food that had been prepared along with the food 

Mrs. Tang would use for selling after setting her stall up at school. 

Why didnt you mention that? I couldve just driven you over. Lin Yi frowned. Tang Yin going to the 

hospital on a public bus took quite a bit of time. 



I was afraid you were busy, didnt want to disturb you Tang Yin was evidently happy at what Lin Yi said to 

her. I thought you were driving Xiaobo to go find Fen 

Why would I do that if he visits Fen, hes not even my wife. Lin Yi was speechless. 

Come on Tang Yin could hear the implication from that sentence- did that mean that Lin Yi would drive 

him if he were his wife? So what did it mean when he offered to drive her, was she his wife?? 

Haha, Ill go get you. Ill take a look at how Uncle Tangs doing, too. Lin Yi didnt have much to do at school- 

thered be trouble for him when Xiaoxiao returns, as well. Might as well get out of here first. 

Yeah, Ill wait for you in the hospital room. Tang Yin wanted to reject Lin Yi, since it was a busy period at 

lunchtime, and itd waste Lin Yis time to be running around like that, but she decided to accept his offer 

when he mentioned taking a look at her fathers condition. 

See you later then. Lin Yi hung up and walked to the food stall behind the school to get his car. 

With a sweet smile on her face, Tang Yin put the phone away and turned around to see her father 

smiling at her, much to her embarrassment. 

Mr. and Mrs. Tang had been accepting of Lin Yis forceful involvement with the Kangs long ago- after all, 

the only reason Tang Ju could undergo this operation in the first place was thanks to Lin Yi! Hed still be 

lying in bed at home if it werent for Lin Yis funding. 

Was that Lin Yi? He asked. 

Yeah He said hes coming to see how youre doing Tang Yin had always known about Lin Yis medical 

abilities, but shed assumed that it was just at the amateur level. Yet, that scene from yesterday, with 

Fatty Lais crying and puffing on the ground, Tianyi trying to get on Lin Yis good side, and Xuemins 

respect for him shockingly told Tang Yin that it wasnt the case. 

Shed never been able to calm her excited emotions down even until she reached the hospital. 

It seemed that shed still been underestimating Lin Yi He wasnt what she thought him to be, a guy who 

used his familys wealth to stomp around like a rich kid tyrant. Lin Yis cockiness was all due to his own 

abilities alone! 

Why else would he have so many peoples respect and acknowledgement, if that werent the case? She 

didnt know about Fatty Lai, and he mightve even been acting on heated impulse for all she knew, but 

what about Liu Tianyi and Guan Xuemin? They obviously wouldn’t be acting impulsively. 

It seemed like Lin Yi wasnt just someone who was good at medicine as an amateur- he had to be 

shockingly extraordinary! Tang Yins newfound pride for Lin Yi found itself coupled with intimidation as 

her fragile, young girls heart contemplated. 

Lin Yi was a model of excellence- was she good enough to be with him? What if he didnt want 

her anymore? Her family wasnt rich, and she couldnt help him in anything The only thing she really had 

going for her was just her above-average prettiness 



But there were plenty of pretty girls, so why did Lin Yi choose her? Tang Yin didnt want to think about 

this sort of stuff, since the two were still young and very far off from actually getting married, but Tang 

Yin couldnt help but make these considerations in the face of Lin Yis brilliance 

Lin Yi walked over to the food street behind the school- he had his car parked in a special parking spot 

that the street vendors left for him daily. After all, he was a young master they wouldnt dare piss off. 

Mrs. Tangs business, on the other hand, was bursting with prosperity- no one dared get jealous of her 

anymore, since itd only get them killed. This included the instigator Zhang Biaoqian, who now treated 

Mrs. Tang with kindness. He didnt take Mrs. Tangs spot in the few days she was gone, too, welcoming 

her back with passion and greetings the moment she returned, also asking about what shed been up to 

the last couple days. 

As Mrs. Tang was basked in this kindness and respect she found herself to be more and more thankful 

towards Lin Yi- House Tang was now getting back up on its feet, and she believed that itd only get 

better! Her business was prospering, her man had undergone the procedure It wouldnt take long before 

he got to stand up again! He wouldnt be able to walk normally, but just a bit of a limp was fine! He could 

come help her with the food stall, too 

A smile formed on Mrs. Tangs face as she contemplated the prospects of hopeful happiness. She felt a 

couple years younger, and that was even reflected on the eyes of the other male vendors! 

 

One could tell what sort of beauty Mrs. Tang used to have just by looking at her daughter- like mother 

like daughter, after all.  

Yet no one dared to get flirty with Mrs. Tang Everyone knew about the tyrannical young master she had 

for a son-in-law. 

Chapter 410 – I’d Love To See It 

Lin Yi noticed that Mrs. Tang had put her stand out already on the food street, and decided to go over 

and greet her with a smile. Aunty, are you coming back to the business? 

Yi! Its been a while! Your uncle Tangs alright now, so Im putting my stand out again! Mrs. Tang was 

about to start a short chat with Lin Yi when she saw him take out the keys for his car. Youre going out? 

Im going to get Tang Yin and also see how Uncle Tangs doing. Lin Yi nodded. 

Alright, you go ahead then! Remember to drive safely! Mrs. Tang was bursting with joy at that response- 

Lin Yi was going to see her daughter! Seeing him treat her daughter so well was the best feeling shed 

ever get. Right, have you eaten yet? 

Not yet, Ill eat later. Lin Yi said honestly. 

Just in time then, I have two skewers of barbequed chicken wings here, eat them first! Dont starve 

yourself. Mrs. Tang quickly seasoned the chicken wings before handing it to Lin Yi. 

Lin Yi didnt reject the courtesy. He took the sticks of chicken skewers with a smile, nodded at Mrs. Tang, 

and got in the car 



Song Lingshan rushed to Songshans First Hospital after receiving a report from an subordinate. 

This was the sixth time. The sixth! 

 

Lingshan rubbed at her forehead, the pressure getting to her. 

In less than one week thered been six cases of the homeless, beggars, and disabled losing a kidney and 

thrown near a hospital! 

 

This wasnt just simple crime anymore- Lingshan conjectured that this was a criminal organization at 

work! 

 

Whats the situation? Getting out of the car, Lingshan noticed her subordinate Liu Wangli standing at a 

corner and preparing the police crime scene tape. 

Captain Song. The victims been sent to the emergency room, and Ive sent men to investigate the crime 

scene. This isnt the initial crime scene; the victims just been dumped here after having his left kidney cut 

out. The crime probably started around four in the morning, and the victims been placed here at around 

eleven in the morning. Thered been too many cars entering the hospital, and we havent found a witness 

yet Wangli smiled bitterly as he reported what hed found out through investigation, understanding how 

pressuring the stress was for Lingshan as well. It was the sixth case, and things were getting extremely 

serious. The upper-levels hadnt issued them a time limit yet, but it was coming sooner or later. 

The victims may be the homeless, the beggars, and the disabled, but they were all equally important as 

the common man in Song Lingshans eyes. It didnt matter what their position on the social ladder was, 

Lingshan would strive to break the case and bring the mastermind to justice regardless. 

Lingshan nodded her head weakly at Wanglis report. Hows Liu Bojia? 

Liu Bojia was the victim of the psycho serial killer from before, the one whod almost gotten killed. Bojia 

never revealed anything to the police, but Lingshan never loosened her focus and investigation on him! 

 

A long time later, Lingshan managed to locate a suspicious clue- around six in the afternoon, on the day 

Bojia had been attacked, a phone call got through to the police station via a public phone in Bojias living 

area. 

According to the officer whod received the phone call, the man who made the call sounded very 

frightened as he told him about a criminal kidney-selling organization, and that it was very likely that 

they were aware of his discovery. The man then requested protection from the police 

He wasnt being very clear with his information at the time, and refused to give his contact information 

when asked. With no options left, the officer asked for a police team to head to the public phones 

number, but no one picked up anymore. Nothing was out of the ordinary when they arrived at that 

public phone, and that was the end of it. 



The incident passed by without anyone paying much attention to it, but Lingshan now connected the 

clue to the current case after investigating the call records for that night! 

 

A criminal organization of kidney-sellers Were these six cases all linked with each other? Lingshan only 

felt that slightly even now that Bojia getting attacked was connected with the kidney cutting case. 

Bojia hadnt woken up yet, and hes living on the mechanical support for his breathing The doctor said 

that hed be done for instantly if that support ever got disconnected Wangli sighed and shook his 

head, a bitter smile on his face. He was telling Lingshan to give up on that lead. 

Lingshan frowned, but there wasn’t much she could do. She understood the type of situation Bojia was 

in, but still hoped for a miracle, even if that miracle only gave Bojia a moments consciousness to give the 

police intel to work with! That miracle never came. 

Before his current situation, Bojia would always stay silent when asked questions, as if he were terrified 

of something. Whenever he got tired of the questioning, hed tell Lingshan and her colleagues that his 

family was already dead, that he was having it as tough as it got, that he didnt want to die and that he 

wanted Lingshan to let him go. 

Bojias injuries hadnt recovered at the time, and he was still hospitalized- as a result, Lingshan didnt rush 

things. She thought that Bojia would calm down and fortify himself mentally after getting out of the 

hospital, that shed have a shot there in getting answers when the unexpected happened. 

A car horn sounded- it was Lin Yi, who wondered what the hell this Miss Song was doing, blocking the 

hospital entrance. Let him pass! 

 

Every other car avoided the entrance when spotting Lingshan and Wangli in their police uniform, along 

with other police officers milling about. Theyd all chosen the back door to gain entry into the hospital, 

but only Lin Yi was daring enough to honk at the police. 

Whatre you honking at, cant you take the back door? Lingshan frowned, quite frustrated- this honking 

was coming out of nowhere and interrupting her thought process! She was trying to solve a case here! 

You think everybodys the same as you, entering the police team through the back door?? Lin Yi retorted, 

curling his lips. 

(dont know if this works in english, but taking the backdoor is what Lin Yi says Lingshan did, using money 

and connections to get into the police force without getting in properly and honestly.) 

She realized that it was Lin Yi honking at her- the words that followed made her face grow pale with 

anger. What did you say?! Whore you calling a back-door walker!! 

We both know who. Lin Yi said with a curl of his lips. Get out of the way, I have something more 

important to do than talk to you! 

With that, Lin Yi stepped on the gas, intent on getting into the hospital. 

Wait! Lingshan stood in front of Lin Yis car all of a sudden, blocking him. The bigger the rush Lin Yi was in 

the more she wanted to obstruct him! I have something to ask of you! 



…… Lin Yi hit the brakes and stopped the car, speechless. I say, you dumb woman, as bad as your case-

solving rate is you shouldnt be thinking about suicide, right? Even if you wanted me to kill you with the 

car we should do it someplace isolated, right? What do you think youre doing, doing this here in front of 

all your subordinates! I wont be able to get away if I killed you! 

You Lingshan was furious at this point. She gritted her teeth and glared at Lin Yi. Call me a dumb woman 

or back-door walker again, and Ill give you hell! 

Youve been giving me hell since day one! Lin Yi was amused. So thats you being kind, apparently? Show 

me what hell is like then, Id love to see it! 

Wangli cleared his throat- he couldnt watch this any longer. Captain Song What was the captain 

thinking, bantering with Lin Yi in front of all her subordinates? What would they think of this behavior?? 

Chapter 411 – You Think I’m A Fortune Teller? 

In actuality, the officers on duty had overheard the conversation, but misunderstood its context. They 

thought that Lin Yi was Lingshans boyfriend- who else would dare talk to her like that without suffering 

her consequences? 

Lin Yi, Ive got something serious to talk to you about! Lingshan said through gritted teeth as she pulled 

open the passenger door, getting in the car with Lin Yi. 

In the previous cases, regardless of whether Lin Yi just stumbled around with luck, or if hed looked for 

clues meticulously, had been solved exclusively by Lin Yi. Upon bumping into Lin Yi again, Lingshan 

decided shed use him one more time, see if he could help solve the case, especially with how cocky the 

bastard was being. 

Oh, whats up? Lin Yi rolled his eyes- this woman was begging for his help right after scolding him, what 

the hell was up with her brain structure? If its something serious then dont throw it at me, Im short on 

time. 

…… Lingshans beautiful eyes were wide open as she stared at Lin Yi. What did that even mean? Was she 

only allowed to come to him with unimportant stuff? 

Ill give you a minute, talk. Lin Yi parked the car in the hospitals parking lot. Someone came over to 

collect the parking fee when Lin Yi pointed at Lingshan. This is our Captain Song, were here on a case 

The collector was aware of what had happened near the hospital. She took one look at Lingshan and her 

police uniform, placed a free parking tag on Lin Yis windshield, and left. 

Lin Yi wasnt short on a couple kuais parking fee, but the thing was that this old lady collected an extra 

five kuai from him last time, telling him that hed parked for two hours when he only did for one! She 

even kept pointing at the tag in front of the car and showing Lin Yi the time, as if she couldnt be wrong. 

Lin Yi knew that the bitch mustve written down an earlier time when tagging his car for the parking fee, 

but he didnt bother arguing over that with her, and left after paying up. 

(Bitch and bastard aren’t used vulgarly or offensively, just a little bit derogatorily.) 



But schools lunch break lasted only one hour- how was it possible that hed parked for two? Now that 

Lingshan was here Lin Yi decided to use her to scare off that old woman. 

Lingshan didnt know the context here- she looked at Lin Yi a little disdainfully, assuming that hed used 

her to save up on that five kuais parking ticket. Theres been a lot of instances of beggars, the homeless, 

and the disabled getting their kidney cut out and abandoned in front of the hospital. Do you about that? 

Think I heard it in the news Lin Yi seemed to remember the radio mention that in the car this morning, 

but didnt pay attention to it as always if the incident didnt concern him. 

What do you think? Do you know who the culprit is? Lingshan asked. 

Lin Yi looked at Lingshan oddly. I dont think you should be asking me this question 

Oh? Lingshan paused. 

You think Im a fortune teller? You think I can mess around with some crystals and know everything? You 

should go ask god that kinda stuff. Lin Yi shrugged. Alright, I dont wanna waste any more time talking to 

you, Im going. 

Wait! Lingshan grabbed Lin Yis arm. Then howd you catch those bank robbers last time? 

I explained to you how I did it that day, didnt I! Lin Yi was getting impatient, but understood that this 

Lingshan wouldnt just let him leave unless he provided an explanation. He decided to get it over with. 

You want me to help you locate the culprit, fine, but you need to give me something to work on, an area 

to search! Ill only be able to help when youve confirmed the search range! Im not a god, okay? 

Lingshan thought about it, realizing that Lin Yi was right. If he knew about everything then hed be a 

godly fortune teller! 

 

Ill come back to you after I get some clues! Lingshan let Lin Yi go unwillingly. 

Alright. Lin Yi nodded and got out the car, heading into the hospital. 

Lingshan walked inside with Lin Yi as well- she still needed to go check on Bojias condition, ask the 

doctor if there was any hope of him waking up. 

The police officers standing guard in front of Bojias room stood up and greeted Lingshan respectfully as 

she walked over. Captain Song! 

Lingshan waved a hand. Is the doctor here? 

The doctors in the office, will you follow me, please? One of the officers said.  

Lingshan nodded and followed the officer into the doctors office. He gave an introduction to Lingshan. 

This is the main doctor in charge of healing Liu Bojia, Doctor Yang. 

Nice to meet you, Doctor Yang. Im Song Lingshan. Lingshan politely offered her hand and shook it with 

the doctor. Doctor Yang, whats Liu Bojias condition? Will he be able to wake up? 



Ive done the best I could, but its still ineffective Doctor Yang smiled apologetically. Captain Song, theres 

nothing else I could do for him other than maintain his life 

In other words, we cant get him out of the hospital? Lingshan looked at Doctor Yang, disappointed. Will 

there be hope if we transfer him to a different hospital? 

Our Songshans First Peoples Hospital is the best in Songshan already If we transfer him itll have to be a 

non-local hospital, but Im afraid the patients body wouldnt be able to handle that journey The doctor 

said with a shake of his head. 

So theres no hope at all? Lingshan sighed. If that Bojia couldve just told her the details earlier, they 

mightve gotten their hands on the mastermind already, and that psycho killer wouldnt have attacked 

him in the first place 

Its not that theres no hope Doctor Yang said after some hesitation. If you know Professor Guan Xuemin 

of the Songshans School of Medicine, he could give it a try using acupuncture But Professor Guan doesnt 

offer his services easily 

Professor Guan! Lingshan, naturally, was aware of the name. This was an Eastern Doctor highly 

renowned in Songshan, known as Miracle Doctor Guan- Yang Huaijun had a pretty good personal 

relationship with him, and had been receiving treatment from him all the time! 

 

Lingshan wouldnt be too sure if it were someone else, but if she had Huaijuns help she was convinced 

that shed be able to get Professor Guan to treat Bojia. 

She relaxed at the thought. Thank you, Doctor Yang- I know what to do. 

Haha, dont mention it. Im just helping where I can. The doctor nodded with a smile. 

Lingshan exited Doctor Yangs office and dialed Huaijun up. 

In a pinch again, Song? Huaijun answered with a smile. Hed been in a good mood recently, getting 

promoted and, most importantly, healthier as the internal injuries stopped acting up as often. It used to 

happen every day, but itd been half a month now and nothing had happened yet! 

 

This was just the first stage of the cure, too- with results this prominent Huaijun could only imagine 

what sort of miraculous effects thered be after Lin Yi told him hed change the medicine and give him 

acupuncture a month later. 

Yang Bro Lingshan felt embarrassed as Huaijun hit the mark. Its true that I have something to ask of you 

Tell me. Whats wrong? Huaijun had always treated Lingshan as his sister- hed always been looking after 

her. 

You know about Liu Bojias situation, right? Lingshan said. I asked the doctor about it today, and he said 

they couldnt do anything else to help him But he did recommend someone and said it was worth a try. 

Chapter 412 – Just Go To Lin Yi 



Whos that? Huaijun asked. 

Professor Guan Xuemin, the professor whos always been treating you, big bro Yang Lingshan would 

always refer to Huaijun as big bro Yang when they were alone- it sounded more intimate. 

Oh? Elder Guan? Huaijun blinked. If youre looking for him youre going out of your way. Just go to Lin Yi 

for this. 

Lin Yi? Lingshan blinked. What for? 

If you want Elder Guans help, hell still recommend you to Lin Yi. Huaijun smiled. 

Lingshan was very much confused after ending the phone call- why did Huaijun always direct her to Lin 

Yi? Was Lin Yi so good that he could do every single thing in every field? Shed asked him to help locate 

the culprit earlier, but he said he didnt know- how come hed be able to help when it involved Liu Bojia? 

But if Huaijun was the one saying this then it had to be a logical route. Lingshan didnt really trust Lin Yi, 

but the trust she had towards Huaijun was utter. 

At that thought, she made a phone call to Lin Yi 

Lin Yi opened Tangjus door and stepped in to see the father and daughter discussing something- Tang 

Yin blushed and shut her lip instantly as Lin Yi walked in. Uh… Why didnt you knock? 

Tangju, on the other hand, had a wide smile on his face. Yi, youve come! Here, have a seat. Yin, why 

dont you slice some apples for your friend here? 

No need, thanks. Lin Yi said with a wave of his hand. Lunch break is short- Ill just take a look at your 

injuries and go back with Tang Yin. 

Alright, how can I cooperate? Tangju said happily. He heard from his daughter about the miraculous 

scene shed seen yesterday, so even he himself was both satisfied with and terrified of Lin Yi, unsure if 

hed still want to be with his daughter anymore. 

Its alright, just lie down on your side there, Uncle Tang. Lin Yi walked over with a smile and pulled a box 

of needles out of his pocket. It was the needles hed used for acupuncture on Zhenhu, needles that he 

now had on him all the time after that day. 

Alright. Tangju complied and laid on his side. 

Lin Yi stabbed a needle into Tanghus waist very casually, giving Tang Yin a fright- she calmed down and 

relaxed after seeing her father seemingly unaffected. 

Do you feel anything? Lin Yi asked. 

No Tangju shook his head slightly. 

Lin Yi frowned. He started turning the needle in his hand and asked again. What about now? 

No Tangju shook his head again. 

Lin Yis expression stiffened. Tangju couldnt see it, but Tang Yin did- she couldnt help but feel anxious, 

keeping her mouth shut so she wouldnt ruin her fathers hopeful and happy mood. 



What about here? Lin Yi chose a different location for the needle. 

A little A little bit, feels numb Tangju started feeling something at that point. Its like my waist is itching 

Ah Not bad, its still good. Lin Yi smiled. 

Really? Thats great, thats wonderful news! Tangju exclaimed happily after hearing the words. Her 

daughter had told him a lot of amazing stories about Lin Yi before he came over- he was utterly 

impressed now that hed seen Lin Yis miraculous acupuncture firsthand. 

Uncle Tang, Ill be honest- your left legs fine, but theres a bit of a problem with you right one. Lin Yi said 

candidly. This wasnt something hed need to hide, and Tangju would realize it himself when walking a 

couple days later. 

Ah? One leg Does that mean hell limp? Tang Yin didnt manage to hold herself back from the shock, but 

realized afterward that it was an inappropriate thing to say. Saying that in front of her fathers face 

would definitely sadden him 

Oh? I get one leg? Thats not bad, its so much better than just lying in bed like this! Id be able to do 

things and help my wife! Tangju was being quite optimistic, reclaiming his previous joy after a moments 

pause. As far as he was concerned, hed be grateful as long as he got stronger as he was now. Why would 

he ask for so much and aim so high, after all. 

Im glad you think that way, Uncle Tang. Lin Yi had thought that hed have to give Uncle Tang consolation, 

but his unexpected optimism saved him that effort. But dont give up yet, Uncle Tang- Ill perform 

acupuncture on you after youve fully recovered, and Ill bring the medicine from my old home, too. Youll 

get to throw your crutches away in no time after that. 

Really?? Tangjus eyes were wide open as he looked at Lin Yi. He had helplessly accepted his fate, but Lin 

Yi was telling him there was still hope! Theres still a way? 

Your situations similar with Fens, Uncle Tang- of course theres a way. Lin Yi smiled. So please, dont feel 

burdened or anything, its just a little problem with the nerves, thats all. 

Great, great! Tangju was bursting with joy at the unexpected surprise- Lin Yi had given him hope for a 

cure just when he was feeling helpless. 

Thanks Tang Yin curled her lips- she had so much gratitude she had wanted to put into words, but 

thanks was all that came out 

Ah, Im just helping out. Lin Yi smiled as his phone rang. He apologized with a gesture and took his phone 

out- all of a sudden he didnt want to answer it anymore. 

It was Song Lingshan! What did that miss want again, did she have another favor to ask? 

Whos calling? Why arent you picking up? Tang Yin asked a little suspiciously. 

A braindead miss. Lin Yi said before declining the call. 

Braindead miss? Tang Yin blinked, not knowing who Lin Yi was talking about. 

Song Lingshan. Youve met her- I helped her rescue a hostage last time. Lin Yi said. 



Oh, officer Song. She should have something important if shes calling you, right? Why wont you pick up? 

Tang Yin said, remembering the girl. What if you need her help in the future? 

Tang Yin had struggled for far too long at the bottom of the social pyramid- to her, having more friends 

was always beneficial, especially when said friend was a high-ranking cop. Thered be so many things she 

could get help with! 

 

Her help? Id be lucky if she would stop needing my help Lin Yis phone interrupted him- it was Lingshan 

calling again. Helpless, he answered the call. Hello? Miss braindead? Will you give it a rest, what do you 

want? 

Lin Yi was trying to have a conversation with Tang Yin but this person just kept on interrupting! It 

annoyed him, and Lin Yi wondered why she couldnt learn to call at more appropriate times. 

Whore you Lingshan wanted to say whore you calling Miss braindead, but managed to hold it in. She 

needed Lin Yis help, and had naturally prepared for a scolding. Fine, Miss braindead has a favor to ask! 

Lingshan was itching with frustration at Lin Yi- she wanted to eat him up! 

But she understood that Lin Yi was a person who didnt like things the hard way- if shed insisted on being 

tough all the time Lin Yi might even hang up on her. 

Chapter 413 – Change of Approach 

Ha Tell me then, whats up? Lin Yi was quite pleased. He didnt want to be on this phone call, but 

Lingshan had admitted to being brain-dead- what else could he say to that? 

Lingshan lit up in joy after hearing those words. This Lin Yi didnt take things the hard way, and it seemed 

like she needed to change her approach into one he couldnt reject whenever she needed his help from 

now on.  

That person who the psycho murderer injured the other day- do you have any way of waking him up? 

Lingshan asked. 

Who? The guy in the room where Guan Xin was held hostage? Lin Yi asked after some thought. A psycho 

murderer he knew would have to be the one from that day. 

Thats right. Hes still unconscious and living on life support. You have any ideas? Lingshan asked, hopeful. 

Hm Lin Yi had actually checked on Bojia that day- he was in a really dire condition. 

Well, is there a way or not? Lingshan pressed after the silence. 

Are there any benefits for me? Lin Yi asked after thinking about it. 

Benefits Lingshan was about to say no when she remembered that Lin Yi wasnt in the police force- he 

had no obligation to be helping her all the time. I can apply for you to be a police officer in name, and 

youd have a salary every month, except its not a lot 

Not interested. Lin Yi rejected immediately. What did that even count as? Lingshan would probably drag 

him around to help her all day, all for that measly pay. 



Then what kind of benefits do you want? Lingshan asked. 

Lets just keep that in mind first, I cant think of anything right now. Lin Yi mentioned that without really 

think about it, and he couldnt come up with any ideas at all. Him helping Lingshan was essentially 

helping Huaijun anyway. Lingshan coming to him had definitely been prompted by Huaijun as well, and 

hed pay Huaijun that respect even if he didnt want to help Lingshan. Wheres the patient? Ill go take a 

look. 

The intensive care unit on the twelfth floor. Youll see it once you come up, Ive got some men at the 

door. Lingshan was still wondering what Lin Yi wanted, not expecting Lin Yi to just put the benefit talk 

aside like that. 

Alright, wait for me then. Lin Yi hung up and turned to Tang Yin. You wanna come up with me? 

Its important business, Ill just stay out Ill keep my dad company. Tang Yin hesitated. As pretty as 

Lingshan was, she gave off an aura that pressured her. From how things stood, Lin Yi clearly didnt like 

Lingshan at all, calling her brain-dead and retarded all the time. He wasnt going to play, too- it was 

something important. 

Alright, Ill come see you later. Well go back to school together. Lin Yi nodded and pushed open the door, 

leaving the Tangs. 

He took the elevator to the twelfth floor, and exited it to see two police officers sitting outside a hospital 

room. He made his way over with quick steps. 

Mister Lin, is it? Captain Songs waiting for you inside. The officers guarding the room had gotten 

instructions from Lingshan already- they gave him a nod and let Lin Yi in. 

Lin Yi entered the room to see a huge breathing machine with a person laying under it- that person was 

Liu Bojia, very pale and skinny compared to the last time hed seen him. Lingshan stood beside the 

breathing machine, turning to Lin Yi as he walked in. Lin Yi, you have a plan? 

Lin Yi didnt say anything- he went over and closely inspected Bojia to determine his condition. It wasnt 

until awhile after that he slowly shook his head, uttering three words. Its very hard. 

Hard, but Lin Yi didnt say impossible! That meant that there was a way, and Lingshans tense emotions 

relaxed. You have a way? 

Yes, but I feel like its not worth it. Its too much effort. Lin Yi shook his head. 

Lingshan bit her lip- she didnt think Lin Yi was trying to put on airs, since Doctor Yang had briefed her on 

what the situation was. As things were, the hospital wasnt capable of doing anything; if Lin Yi had a way, 

it would most definitely be a difficult one. 

Miss Miss Braindeads begging you, okay..? Lingshan gritted her teeth and managed to get the whole 

thing out. After all, shed determined that the soft approach appealed to Lin Yi, and while the nickname 

Miss Braindead gave her an urge to just drop dead in a way that involved pulling Lin Yi down with her, 

she decided to endure it for Lin Yis help. She swore to herself that if Lin Yi were to fall into her hands 

one day shed let him taste it! 

 



Ha Ill give it a try then. Lin Yi found himself quite helpless to what Lingshan was saying- he couldnt really 

reject her after that, could he? But Im not good enough yet. Ill only be able to wake him up, but Im not 

sure how long hell live, theres no guarantee. Theres too many things wrong with his body. 

Youre saying that theres hope of curing him instead of just waking him up for a short period? Lingshan 

could hear the implications in Lin Yis words. 

I cant do it, but my old man at home probably could. Lin Yi said. But, my old man wont be coming here, 

so if you want him to die Ill wake him up for you right now. If you want to save his life, then leave him 

alone for now, let him lay there. 

Um Lingshan was in a difficult position. She wanted to get new clues as soon as possible, but if Lin Yi had 

a way of healing Bojias injuries shed rather not have those clues just yet. 

It was different when they didnt have a way- shed thought that just having Bojia speak out a couple 

sentences was ideal enough, but now that Lin Yi could cure him she didnt want to sacrifice an innocent. 

Call me after you make up your mind. Im going back. Lin Yi smiled, aware of what Lingshan was 

considering. Im on limited lunch break time. 

No need to think about it. Heal him when youre able to. Lingshan shook her head. 

Oh? Lin Yi was a bit surprised- he wasnt expecting such decisiveness from Lingshan. It seemed that hed 

underestimated her, she actually had quite strong principles of justice and responsibility. Alright, Ill try 

my best. Ill give you an answer as soon as I can. 

It was Lingshans turn to be surprised- she never thought that those words would be coming out of Lin 

Yis mouth! After all, the guy kept using excuses every time she went to him for help, but he was saying 

things like try my best and as soon as I can!! 

Lingshan couldnt adapt to that in time- wasnt this too drastic a change? Could it be because of her 

change in attitude, was this the result? It had to be, the guy only responded well to a soft approach! 

Alright Miss Braindead will be waiting for your phone call then Lingshan felt uncomfortable and 

awkward to be doing this, but her subordinates werent here, it was only the two of them. Since no one 

would learn of this shed treat it as a secret between Lin Yi and her, and if this guy really was willing to 

help then it was fine for her to be a little retarded, that’s what she got for being weaker than him. 

Lin Yi didnt know if he knew this girl anymore- shed been calling herself Miss Braindead, and this was 

the third time! Was she willing to even insult herself just for help? 

But killing some of her pride was fine- Lin Yi decided not to go out of his way to correct her. Alright, Im 

going. 

Chapter 414 – Eerie Analysis Report 

Lingshan watched as Lin Yi left, and finally couldnt take it anymore. Gritting her teeth, she exploded and 

started ramming her fist against the wall. Lin Yi!!! Ill break your face, you bastard! How dare you 

nickname me Miss Braindead, Miss Braindead!! Miss Braindead is you!!! 

What followed was a series of punches at the wall. 



Lingshan sent out five punches before her fist started hurting- she stopped and walked out the room 

very pissed off. Her two subordinates were sitting quite properly by the door, having heard the 

commotion from inside the room. Lingshan was angry, and no one wanted to get on her bad side. 

Fatty Lai couldnt quite believe his eyes- his father was awake! Not only was he awake, he was speaking 

and even eating! 

 

Dad? Youre fine? Youre alright now? Fatty Lai was so excited he almost fainted. Ill go get the doctor, 

wait for me 

Fatty Lai charged out the room in three steps, shouting at the hallway. Doctor!! Wheres the doctor!! 

Hurry!! 

Whats wrong? What happened? The doctor had rushed over thinking that there was something wrong 

when he walked in to Fatty Lais father, who was conscious!! 

Doctor, please look at my father, is he fine?? What Fatty Lai wanted to do most now was to run over to 

Lin Yi, kneel, and ram his head against the floor- what a savior the miracle doctor was!! 

The doctor started frantically giving the old man a checkup after calling the nurse over- the analysis 

report was nothing less than shocking! The patients body had prominently turned a lot healthier, and 

while the uremia wasnt cured yet it was turning for the better!! 

How is this possible? Just how is this possible?! The doctor stared at the analysis report in his hand, his 

mouth gaping and eyes wide open. He told Changtian yesterday that there was nothing he could do, so 

why was Elder Lai awake right now?? This made no sense at all  

The doctors eyes lit up as he remembered something from yesterday- this Changyi had gotten his hands 

on some PIll of Life Extension and Toxin CLeansing yesterday, a pill he wanted to feed his old man. Had 

that pill proven effective? 

He couldnt think of any other possibility other than that! At the thought, the doctor quickly turned to 

Fatty Lai. Mister Lai, did you feed your father that Pill of Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing? 

I did! How is it, is it effective? Heh heh, I knew itd work! Fatty Lai exclaimed happily as he looked at the 

analysis report in his hands. If just less than half the pill was enough for such miraculous results, wouldnt 

his fathers sickness be completely controlled if hed gotten his hands on a whole pill?? 

Fatty Lai wasnt too wild with his hopes- he didnt expect his father to be cured, and would be satisfied 

with just the sickness being within control. His old man was old, and he wanted him to live a couple 

years more if he could. That was Fatty Lais only wish. 

It is effective The doctor wiped off the sweat on his brow. Ive never seen something as miraculous as 

this before Fatty Lai, Ill be honest- you should bring your old man to that master, theres nothing I can do 

for him! 

The doctor had taken a lot of red packets from these two brothers, and he wanted to be honest and 

point Fatty Lai to the route with hope. 



Fatty Lai sighed, a bitter expression appearing on his face at the words. Hes a master, he wouldnt pay 

me any attention 

The doctor shook his head, agreeing internally. If the person was a master, he wouldnt really want to 

bother with a crybaby like Fatty Lai, crying and sobbing at the slightest of things. How old did the man 

think he was, had he no shame? 

Then leave him here in the hospital for recovery- Ill try my best! The doctor said. 

Ah, right- you need to keep this a secret, dont tell anyone at all costs! Fatty Lai instructed after 

something crossed his mind. 

Dont worry, I wont tell anyone! The doctor nodded, wondering why hed ever do something so idiotic. 

Not only would he piss this man off, he wouldnt even get any benefits! If he just kept silent the world 

would assume that he was the one who cured Elder Lai, raising his name in the medical world! 

Changtians face was pale and looking very ugly as he rushed to the hospital- he opened the door to see 

his father conscious, and seemingly very healthy, too! He never expected for his brother to just stumble 

on something that would actually wake the old man up! 

 

But this also meant that the contract theyd signed earlier was no longer effective- as long as the old man 

was still alive and living Changyi had no right to give over his electronic industry rights to him. 

Changtian could only express his blessings and congratulations to his father, but prioritized his strategies 

of what he should do with him in order to turn that contract with Changyi into a reality. 

Donghai, House Kangs villa. 

Miracle Doctor Kang looked at the analysis report in his hands, dumbfounded. He wouldve thought that 

he was being pranked if this report hadnt been brought over to the research facility by Zhaolong himself, 

concluded after several experiments! 

 

Dog shit? The primary component of the Pill of Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing is dog shit? Are you 

sure this is correct? Miracle Doctor Kang was full of disbelief as he stared at the report. 

Yes! Zhaolong nodded. Grandpa, Ive had people analyze it many times, and the result is that the 

components are most similar to those of dog shit! 

Dog shit? Is dog shit really related to life extension and toxin cleansing? Miracle Doctor Kang couldnt 

wrap his head around on how dog feces provided that sort of effect. 

But grandpa, I really am feeling really well! Having gotten what he wanted, Zhaoming was no longer 

putting on an act- he was looking fresh and revived as he sat in the living room of the Kang household. 

Grandpa, I feel like Im a lot better To tell you guys the truth, I used to have some problems down there, 

but now Heh heh 

Zhaoming stopped there, but everyone understood what he meant! He was the most useless playboy of 

the Kang house, always mixing with girls No one doubted his words. 



Youre really feeling good, Zhaoming? MIracle Doctor Kang found the whole thing quite odd. Did dog shit 

really cure diseases? 

Thats right, grandpa! I really am! Zhaoming nodded before giving his own input. Actually, grandpa, I 

think, the fact that the primary component is dog shit isnt weird at all! 

Oh? What do you mean? Miracle Doctor Kang got interested all of a sudden. If this was in the past, he 

wouldnt have valued this grandsons opinion at all- he was just a playboy, a money-waster who used his 

familys name to go around. 

But after hed offered his body to test the medicine, Miracle Doctor Kang started placing value in him, 

interested in what insight he now had. 

Grandpa, were dead convinced that dog shit is something so normal and disgusting that it just has to be 

something for throwing away, that it couldnt possibly be medicine at all! Zhaoming said. But in some 

medical books dont they talk about baby urine and tiger urine, stuff like that being medicine in their 

own right as well? If even urine can be medicine, then why cant dog poop be as well? 

Chapter 415 – Kang Marriage 

A smack sounded as Miracle Doctor Kang slapped his thigh, standing up excitedly. Brilliant! What a 

brilliant set of words!!! Zhaoming, what youre saying is indeed logical- if even urine can be medicine, 

why not poop? 

Thats right ,grandpa! Dont people always say stinky dog shit? That proves that dog shit is stinky, and 

that means nobody tried eating it before, because of the stench! Zhaoming said. But, its possible that 

some people accidentally discovered the secret within dog poop, and made this Pill of Life Extension and 

Toxin Cleansing medicine. Its actually really possible that dog shit is a component! 

Zhaomings making valid points, grandpa! Zhaolong wouldnt let Zhaoming hog all of the spotlight- he 

used to be the excellent Kang, the one with most potential and the brightest future! He had to interject 

here. I think the same way, grandpa! Its the same as the stone that forms inside a dogs gallbladder- its 

valuable to us, but that stone in some other animals gallbladder is nothing more than trash! In a dog it 

becomes a treasure all of a sudden, so I think that just because its dog shit doesnt mean it has to be 

trash- it makes sense that its the main component of the Pill of Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing! 

Youre right, Zhaolong, that makes sense too! Miracle Doctor Kang nodded. The two of you really make 

me proud- Im so glad that the Kangs have you two brothers to bring it to further glory! If we manage to 

produce this Pill of Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing, you two would be the primary contributors, and 

Ill give you two huge shares! 

Thank you, grandpa! Zhaolong and Zhaoming were quite pleased- it took only a couple sentences and 

theyd soon have the shares for the new medicine product! It was too easy. 

Alright, Zhaolong- you arrange for some men to gather dog shit, well do an experiment! Miracle Doctor 

Kang instructed. Well start manufacturing Pills of Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing as soon as possible, 

strengthening the Kang name! Golden Creation would look much smaller compared to this project! 

No problem, grandpa, Ill arrange that right away! We need to finalize this as soon as we can! Zhaolong 

nodded in response. 



Perfect! Miracle Doctor Kang said. Also, something really important I have to talk to you about, 

regarding your marriage, Zhaolong! 

Marriage? What do you mean? Zhaolong blinked. I dont even have a girlfriend, whyre we talking about 

marriage? 

Zhaolong was quite different from Zhaoming- Zhaoming was a playboy who changed his women as 

frequently as he ate rice, but Zhaolong wasnt like that. As the third generation Kang elite, he had too 

many hopes pinned on him. As much as hed like to get a girlfriend and fall in love, he himself was a man 

with burning ambition as well. For that, he sacrificed love decisively and gave up on even girls he was 

interested in. 

He invested all of his efforts into studying medicine, and because of those efforts, was now studying for 

a PhD. He wouldnt have progressed so smoothly if it werent for that hard work, and everything he had 

was due to it- he never used House Kangs influence at all! 

 

This was also why Miracle Doctor Kang valued him so much, but this talk about him getting married took 

him by surprise. Where did this even come from? 

Haha, its fine if you dont have a girlfriend, Ive made a decision for you- the girls really beautiful, too, 

from a powerful family. What do you say, Zhaolong? Miracle Doctor Kang asked. 

I Isnt this a little too soon? Grandpa, I still havent gotten my PhD yet Zhaolong wasnt sure what to say- it 

just felt too rushed. 

Its not at all! Youre studying for a PhD already- a lot of people bring their children when they study for a 

PhD! When I was your age I already had your second uncle! Miracle Doctor Kang waved his hand. 

Zhaolong, you need to understand that its a marriage between two large houses- this is vital to our place 

in the high society! We Kangs may have become famous using Golden Creation these couple years, but 

were still just a business family with a miracle recipe. People may have given me the miracle doctor title, 

but thats just out of respect- Grandpa isnt a miracle doctor at all. So, for the Kang family to go higher as 

one of the powerful houses, well have to work hard and also make marriages with other houses! 

Of course, the more powerful families wouldnt be interested in us, and they wouldnt bother making a 

marriage between our houses, but there are some families whove fallen that are plenty willing to do so! 

As fallen as they are, they were still once powerful houses with a certain extent of influence and name. 

As long as we join together, the Kangs would only go higher! 

Ill leave everything to grandpa then! Zhaolong nodded after some hesitation. If this was the case, then 

his marriage with that house would help further his career, and itd make him a hero of the Kangs as 

well. It was surely something thatd benefit him when his position in the Kang family rose along with 

House Kangs place in high society- Zhaolong didnt hesitate for long. What house is it, grandpa? 

House Xiao, of Yanjing! Miracle Doctor said. Their Elder Xiao wasnt the smartest when he got older, and 

signed a couple of very damaging contracts, losing the majority of the Xiaos assets. The Xiao brothers 

are hard pressed, and for the sake of maintaining the Xiaos familys name, decided to bond with another 

house using marriage. 



Miracle Doctor Kang left one part out, and that was the fact that House Kang wanted to rise to the list of 

absolutes, the strongest houses- this was a perfect match. 

Alright, Im fine with it. Zhaolong nodded, giving his consent. 

Alright, if you agree then heres a picture of the girl Ive brought for you. Take a look, if shes alright Ill 

start with the betrothal gift! Miracle Doctor Kang said. Then well find a day and host the wedding, settle 

everything down and at the same time, heighten our familys fame! House Xiao may not have any money 

anymore, but their connections in the business world are still intact. Our medicine business will be able 

to utilize those connections and expand to a larger scale. 

Alright! Grandpa, Ill let you arrange everything! Zhaolong nodded. Whether the girl was pretty or not 

didnt matter anymore, the most important thing here was that this marriage would cement his place in 

the Kang family. If she werent pretty then hed make do, but if she was, then itd be a nice bonus. 

Heres her picture. If youre satisfied then go contact and interact with her yourself first- you young 

people should have some things in common to start off with! Miracle Doctor handed Zhaolong the 

picture as he spoke. She uses an outside surname, but the girls father isnt a nobody either. He owns a 

chain medicine company in Songshan, coincidentally in our field! 

Zhaolong was overjoyed at the information- even the girls family was strong as well, and this only meant 

a bonus boost for him, his place in the Kang house would soar! He took over the picture, initially 

planning to take a quick look only to find his eyes stuck on it. 

The picture had been taken casually, but the girls looks stood out from the crowd- she had a fresh and 

refined face, and it attracted Zhaolong instantly! He never expected such a beautiful fiance! 

He stared at the girl with a blank look on his face. 

Chapter 416 – About Lin Yi 

Cousin, let me help you take a look! Zhaoming edged over curiously, interested to see what his future 

sis-in-law looked like- he took one look and it was obvious to him that his brother had hit the jackpot! It 

sure was unfortunate that he wasnt the one doing the marriage! Bro, youre really lucky! Ive been with 

countless women in my life, and this here is a top tier girl! Among the girls I know only that Tang Yins on 

her level, except that Xiaobos friend got to her before I did, damn! 

The whole family knew what sort of person Zhaoming was- they only smiled at his comments. Zhaolong, 

on the other hand, was extremely happy! If even this playboy cousin of his was saying that then this was 

a goddess he was looking at! 

 

Dont worry, well find you someone good too one day! Zhaolong said to Zhaoming. But you have it better 

than I do- Im sticking with just this one for the rest of my life, but youve had so many already! 

Haha, thats true Zhaomings smile was full of pride instead of shame. 

But Zhaomings playboy behavior wasnt anything much anymore compared to his contributions to the 

family- neither Miracle Doctor Kang nor the rest of the family felt that this was a problem anymore! 



After all, Zhaoming was young, and full of energy this was only natural! 

 

Zhaolong was a model student, and Zhaoming was a charismatic playboy- an interesting addition to the 

family indeed. 

Feng Xiaoxiao charged into the clothing store soaked- people looked at her oddly as she bought herself 

an entire set of clothes before driving to the nearest hotel for a hot shower. She changed into the new 

clothes and went back to school, very pissed off. 

Everything had went south on her first day, and that upsetted her. She didnt want to spare Lin Yi, but it 

was a fact that she had no idea of what his capabilities were. He seemed to be quite fit, and his reaction 

time was extremely fast as well- hed also noticed her when she was sneaking up on him! 

This explained why both Ruoming and Pinliang couldnt handle him. 

It was evident from his status as Mengyaos bodyguard, too- he had to be good for Pengzhan to hire him 

as bodyguard. 

As things stood, she need to understand Lin Yi completely before making the next move, or shed just get 

her ass handed to her again! At that thought she decided to go ask Ruoming and Pinliang about Lin Yi. 

Both Pinliang and Xiaofu had just changed into new clothes after Xiaoxiao returned- theyd been kneeling 

in the bathroom all day, and their pants were terribly dirty. 

Lil sis Xiaoxiao As unwilling as Pinliang was, hed bumped into Xiaoxiao at the school gate- he couldnt just 

pretend he didnt see her, as things would just get worse. 

The two of you come over here! Xiaoxiao pointed at Pinliang, her tone cold. 

Pinliang and Xiaofus hearts tensed up- did Lin Yi break the promise and tell Xiaoxiao everything? The 

possibility horrified the duo as they carefully walked up to Xiaoxiao, trying their best to smile. Lil sis 

Xiaoxiao, how can we help? What happened earlier, its not our fault We wouldnt know that Lin Yi would 

turn around all of a sudden 

Im not here to talk about that! Xiaoxiao frowned, displeased. She was trying not to bring this up, but this 

Pinliang wasnt doing that! What was he trying to do, was he trying to shame her? 

Uh Then what are you here to talk about, lil sis Xiaoxiao Pinliang let out a breath of relief after Xiaoxiaos 

words, but was still terrified nonetheless. Hed messed up and mentioned Xiaoxiaos embarrassing 

moment, something he shouldnt handle so irresponsibly. Of course shed get pissed off if he brought that 

up! 

 

Go call Ruoming over, I have something to talk to you about! Xiaoxiao ordered. 

Uh Alright, Ill go get him now! Xiaofu volunteered bravely. He was Pinliangs lackey, his runner- this 

wasnt an errand Pinliang should be doing himself! 

 



Ruoming was actually quite easy to locate- he was almost always playing basketball in the field, and 

Xiaofu spotted him immediately. 

Ming Bro! Ming Bro, over here! Xiaofu called out to Ruoming. 

What is it? Ruoming was about to make a slam dunk when Xiaofu surprised him, making him lose grip of 

the ball. He wasnt too pleased. Whats so important, cant it wait until I finish this game? 

Lil sis Xiaoxiaos looking for you Xiaofu said. 

Fuck, why didnt you say so! Ruoming ran over right away, his face tense. You two idiots, after pissing lil 

sis Xiaoxiao off youre dragging me along with you into that mess! What kind of brothers are you? 

Ruoming was aware of Xiaoxiaos little misfortune that morning- Pinliang didnt give too many details, but 

it was quite evident that Xiaoxiao had been the one to suffer. Ruoming wasnt too keen on meeting 

Xiaoxiao with that information in mind. 

Its fine, lil sis Xiaoxiao isnt talking about that. Dont bring it up, too! I think she just wants to ask us about 

Lin Yi, youll understand if you come. Xiaofu said. Lets go, dont keep lil sis Xiaoxiao waiting! 

Alright, lets go! Ruoming nodded and headed to the school gate with Xiaofu. 

Xiaoxiao brought the group to a cafe near the school. She spared the bullshit and got right into the main 

topic. Why dont you guys tell me about Lin Yi? You should be aware of my loss to him this morning- he 

doesnt seem like an ordinary guy, does he? 

Uh Ruoming looked at Pinliang and Xiaofu. Naturally, the varying degrees of humiliation and nightmares 

Lin Yi had unleashed upon them werent things they were very keen on sharing. 

What, you dont wanna share? Xiaoxiao frowned. 

N-No! Thats not it Pinliang and Xiaoxiao were in the same class, and theyd always see each other- he 

had to tread lightly here. Ill talk, Ill speak first. Lin Yis first day at school he kicked me into the ground, 

and I got pissed so I wanted revenge But 

And so, Pinliang started telling Xiaoxiao about his story with Lin Yi, about how Heibao came to school 

and got stepped on by Lin Yi 

So youre saying even a real gangster isnt a match for him? Xiaoxiao was surprised- shed guessed that Lin 

Yi was strong just from him pushing a car with one arm, but she wasnt expecting a level of strength 

thatd even wreck an armed gangster like that. 

Naturally, Pinliang didnt mention Heibaos golden class experience- shed be even more shocked if he told 

her how Heibao still couldnt stand up to Lin Yi after that power up. 

Thats right, thats why Im in such a pinch! When you said it was him who threw the bottle I shut up right 

away, and I had to! Id be lucky if Lin Yi didnt come mess with me, let alone me pissing him off! Often hed 

just come and give me a kick when he feels like it; its so frustrating! Pinliang said helplessly. 

Chapter 417 – Seeing A Car Accident 



…… Xiaoxiao didnt know what to say. Shed wanted to cause some beef between Pinliang and Lin Yi, but 

it turned out that the guy didnt dare do anything to Lin Yi in the first place! 

 

Its embarrassing to say it, but thats just what this is. In this school- no, even including the gangsters 

outside of school, I daresay that no one would be able to do anything to that Lin Yi! Hes not even afraid 

of guns! Pinliang explained himself concisely. 

Alright, if Pinliangs admitting all that Ill tell you about what happened to me, too! Ruoming sighed and 

started complaining about his grievances. In front of so many students, and even in front of the dean Lin 

Yi slapped me, and I couldnt do anything about it! I couldnt beat him if I fought him, there was nothing I 

could do about his tyranny at all 

Xiaoxiao was getting dizzy- she hadnt done enough research at all! Lin Yi was an absolute beast! What 

was she thinking, going head on with him? That was obviously not an option anymore, as beastly as she 

was herself. She was a merciless miss, but Lin Yi was much more savage than she was. 

Xiaoxiao had no guarantee that shed be able to do anything to Lin Yi at all at this point, after what 

Pinliang and Ruoming had told her. 

Does Lin Yi have no weaknesses at all? Xiaoxiao frowned. Do you guys know of anything we can use for 

leverage? 

Leverage Ruoming thought about it, troubled. I guess Tang Yin? If you were to make a move on Tang Yin 

Heh heh, lil sis Xiaoxiao, why dont you do something there and help get me Tang Yin? Ill do the rest for 

you! 

Ruoming still wasnt giving up on Tang Yin- his wishes didnt manage to come true last time, since Lin Yi 

ruined everything, but the fire to claim Tang Yin as his was still burning. He didnt believe that Lin Yi 

would kill him, so by the time hed laid his hands on her thered be no turning back, and Lin Yi wouldnt be 

able to do anything as Tang Yin had no choice but get together with him! 

And for the sake of Tang Yin, Lin Yi might even stop giving him so much trouble! 

 

No! Xiaoxiao rejected instantly. She wanted to cause Lin Yi trouble, but she wanted a scenario where Lin 

Yi had to teach her driving and fighting! If they did anything to Tang Yin then he wouldnt teach her at all- 

the two would become mortal enemies! 

 

Uh. Im out of ideas then Ruoming shook his head. 

No good ideas here either Pinliang had no idea what they could use as leverage at all- hed have done it 

himself if hed known instead of waiting this long. 

Xiaoxiao cursed at the two for being trash quietly- asking them out was a complete waste of time! They 

were utterly useless! 



Lin Yi was driving Tang Yin back to school- they were short on time, so he used the faster lane to the left, 

only to see a car coming in his direction at the viaduct bridge! 

 

Lin Yi frowned. He had cars to both left and right sides, so it was impossible to change lanes now, 

especially with how dangerous itd be at the speed he was driving at. Even if he didnt care about his own 

safety he needed to think about Tang Yins! 

 

He turned on the high beam to ask the car coming to him to go back to the other lane, but it surprised 

him by not slowing down- it did what Lin Yi did instead, flashing its high beam at him! Those were 

modded hernia lamps, too- Lin Yi wouldve been blinded for a while if it werent for his good eyesight. 

There wasnt any choice left- if this went on the two would collide with each other. Tang Yin was starting 

to scream in terror, too, and Lin Yi swerved his wheel hard to the right, pulling the handbrake up as he 

stepped on the brake. The entire van screeched in a fine, circular angle before the back of the van hit 

the cars side. 

Lin Yi had very minutely controlled the angle and power, but a loud bump sounded all the same Tang Yin 

seemed fine, though. 

Zou Tiandi had just gotten the new BMW these couple of days- his son got him a custom licence plate 

too, boldly reading sbsbsb. 

(shabi shabi shabi, meaning idiot idiot idiot. Theres other meanings, you could google shabi if youre 

interested.) 

Tiandi had originally opted for a licence plate with full eights, finding Ruogguangs licence plate covered 

in english letters a little awkward. It didnt have any eights or sixes, but Ruoguang told him that that 

wasnt in anymore! Nobody wanted the 888 or 00544 plates nowadays. 

(Some number combinations, when read out in chinese, form sentences or sounds that Chinese people 

consider prosperous.) 

Licence plates now was all about personality, and only a plate with personality stood out when on the 

streets. The 888 and 666 plates werent as in demand as they used to be- what people wanted now was 

the sbsbsb plate! 

Tiandi didnt think too much about it, but if his son called the licence plate cool and full of personality 

then itd make sense to use it. 

What he wasnt expecting, however, was how he really stood out when driving the car! Almost every 

single head turned around to look at that plate, and some were even taking pictures with their phones, 

full of envy! This charged Tiandi full of satisfaction and glory! 

 

Thered been two drivers who even got so excited at seeing his licence plate they even collided with him! 

This gave Tiandi a sense of indescribable pride! 

 



Even when he drove in the opposite direction of the one he was supposed to be driving in, all the cars 

would still let him pass! None dared to tough it out with him, but here today hed met the first blind 

driver whod hit his new car. Pissed, he jumped off the car and pulled Lin Yis door open. Get the fuck out! 

Are you blind? Dont you know how to drive?! How dare you hit a licence plate this cool!! 

Lin Yi blinked- where did the guy driving in the wrong direction come off talking so pridefully? He 

couldnt help but take a look at just what sort of plate was on his car, almost bursting out in laughter 

upon seeing it What a plate! 

 

Whatre you smiling at? Its too late now, you little bastard, you wrecked my new car! Pay up, one 

hundred thousand or dont even think about leaving!! Tiandi was having the greatest time cruising 

around for fun when this guy just straight up hit him! Itd be so long before he got to show his plate off 

again! 

 

You were on the wrong lane and you hit my car, whyre you asking me for money? Lin Yi looked at the 

man, speechless. The person looked familiar Where had he seen him before? 

Lin Yi had good memory, but unimportant small fish werent worth remembering, so the minor character 

couldnt come to mind right now. 

How much can that shitty van be worth? You think I dont know what you were planning? You hit me on 

purpose! Drifting? Who do you think you are? Whatever, as long as you dont pay up dont think youre 

leaving! Tiandi didnt need the money, but he was quite pissed off, and messing with Lin Yi would help 

ease his rage. The guy deserved it for ruining his beautiful licence plate. 

Alright, stop with that- I wont ask you to pay for hitting my car, well just go our separate ways! Im in a 

rush here! Lin Yi got out the car and looked at his van. It seemed fine, but there was a dent at the back. 

He hit it with his hand a couple of times, popping the metal back out again. 

What are you trying to do? Trying to scare me with your strength? Tiandi paused after seeing Lin Yis 

actions- he decided to point at Lin Yi and continue barking. 

Chapter 418 – Afraid To Do Anything 

Ha Lin Yi shrugged. Im just fixing the dent in my vans metal, hows that supposed to scare you? 

Just you wait! Stay where you are if you have the balls! Tiandi hmphed and pulled his phone out. 

Ruoguang, where are you? Im in the northern district on Golden South Road! Someone hit my car and 

the kid wont pay up, even using his fist to scare me! Alright, Ill wait for you, hurry! 

Lin Yi frowned. If the bastard insisted on taking things so far then he might as well settle the issue. He 

took his phone out and called Lingshan. 

Lingshan found Lin Yis phone call to be a pleasant surprise- she didnt think that Lin Yi wouldve been able 

to come up with a solution that fast! Delighted, she picked it up. Lin Yi? Have you thought of something? 

No. Someone was going the wrong direction on my lane and hit me, come over for a second Lin Yi said 

faintly. 



Hit you? Are you okay? Lingshan paused- she had something to ask of Lin Yi, so if something happened 

to him now she wouldnt be able to save that person! 

 

Im fine, but the guys trying to con me. Hes even calling someone to come threaten me. Lin Yi said. 

Why do you even need me for this? Wouldnt you be able take care of it yourself? Lingshan was both a 

little annoyed and amused- why would Lin Yi need her for something so trivial? Wasnt he hot stuff? 

Alright then. Ill just crush his car a bit and beat him up. Lin Yi said. 

Ah? Lingshan smiled bitterly at the comment. Fine, wait for me, Ill head over now 

Lin Yi would only be getting himself sent to the police station if he did those things- itd cause her 

trouble, so in the end she might as well help him and avoid it. 

Golden South Road. Lin Yi smiled. If the other guys backup arrives before you do Ill have to fight it out. 

Fine, fine, I get it!! Lingshan hmphed. Worried that Lin Yi would get into trouble for the sake of messing 

with her, Lingshan helplessly added something more pleasing for his ears. Calm down first, Miss 

Braindeads coming 

(I guess Miss Braindead sounds a little sweeter in Chinese Its not that serious a nickname. Then again I 

guess the english version is kinda fun too.) 

Ah, okay. Lin Yi finally discovered the cute side of Song Lingshan, the girl who was all brawn and no 

brain, a violent little savage. So she wasnt completely void of redeemable characteristics. 

It doesnt matter who you bring, let me tell you that youre fucked today! Without that one hundred 

thousand youre not leaving! Tiandi pointed his finger, threatening rather confidently. 

This was his new BMW, less than half a month new! Lin Yi hitting it and breaking the lights hurt him too 

much, and he needed to get back at him by making him suffer! 

 

A roaring engine filled the sky, followed by low DJ music playing as a motorbike zoomed over, screeching 

to a stop between the BMW and the van. 

Tiandi was joyed- his son was here, and the guy whod hit his car was nothing but fucked. Absolutely 

fucked!!! 

 

Dad, whats wrong? Who hit you? Ruoguang jumped off his motorcycle, his voice raised. Crashing into 

someone and not paying up? Ill fuck him up! 

Its that little bastard! Beat him up first before crushing his car! Make him pay up, one hundred 

thousand! Tiandi smiled coldly as he gave the command, his finger still pointed at Lin Yi. 

Tiandi was furious!! This was his new BMW, a BMW with a stunning licence plate! If hed just let this 

shitty van go after itd ruined everything he wouldnt be able to contain his anger for days! 

 



Tiandi hadnt been in a good mood these last two days, too- hed had his eyes set on a young girl in his 

company, and was inches away from claiming her when her boyfriend jumped out to mess everything 

up! 

 

Who? Which fuc- Wha?! Ruoguong was about to teach this bastard a serious lesson when he saw Lin Yi, 

completely taken aback. 

Ruoguang had better eyes that his old man Zou Tiandi- Tiandi couldnt tell that this was Lin Yi, but 

Ruoguang could see who he was dealing with right upon laying eyes on him! How How come its you..? 

Without waiting for a reply, Ruoguang pulled his fathers arm and went to a side, whispering to him. Dad, 

whyd you piss him off? Im trying to hide from him and you pissed him off again! Were just looking for 

trouble like this! 

Who? You know the kid? Tiandi paused, along with the lackeys who had come with Ruoguang. They 

werent sure why he was saying something like that. 

Hes the guy who tossed you out from the hospital room! Ruoguang smiled bitterly. Dad, just apologize 

to the guy, its not worth it! Hes too much trouble, and strong! 

Apologize? That cant do! He only has two hands, hows he supposed to fend off this many people? Look 

at the manpower we have with us, whyre we scared of him?? Tiandi frowned. He was a celebrity, at the 

very least! Getting his new car ruined by someone on the streets and apologizing to some kid for it?! If 

word got out hed have to hide in a hole! Itd be absolutely humiliating! 

 

Then youll need to get someone else, dad- I dont wanna die yet! Ruoguang shook his head- Lin Yi had 

left him with a trauma after last time, and even mustering the thought of crossing LIn Yi couldnt come 

up. 

You fucking dirt! Trash! Tiandi hmphed. Your brothers got more balls than you! Ill ask your little brother 

to bring men over and take care of this next time! 

…… Ruoguang only kept quiet, his head lowered. He really didnt dare do anything to Lin Yi- it wasnt a 

joke, he simply was just too afraid to mess with Lin Yi. As a result, he ignored everything Tiandi was 

saying to him right now. 

Trash!! Tiandi was furious! He was about to say something else when a police siren sounded some 

distance away, followed by a police car that stopped with a creak beside the BMW, sirens flashing. 

Lingshan let out a breath of relief- everyone involved were still unharmed. Shed barged past all red 

lights on her way here, worried that Lin Yi would go and cause trouble for her! Fortunately, it didnt seem 

like Lin YI had done anything yet. 

Everyone to the police station! Lingshan had been anxious the whole trip, so all this was starting to turn 

into fiery frustration. She pointed at everyone to get that frustration out a little. 



Tiandi frowned at the sudden appearance of a cop- he hadnt called the police, so why was this cop 

here? Passing by? She sure was butting into other people’s business! 

 

I say, young comrade, I have friends in the traffic police- you can move on now, well settle this on our 

own! Tiandi pointed a straight finger right at Lingshans face, waving her away. From what he could see, 

Lingshan was really young, and a female cop, too- she had to be a new recruit without influence, and 

that meant he didnt need to treat her seriously. 

She was rather pretty, though, and that figure But Tiandi wasnt so stupid that hed hit on a 

policewoman- he didnt want to have his meals in prison. 

You going, or not? Lingshan asked, not interested in what Tiandi was saying. 

Chapter 419 – Give You A Mission 

Fine, Ill make a phone call, you wait here! Tiandi started putting on airs again as he took his phone out. 

He dialed a number. Hello? Wang Bro? Im Zou Tiandi! Ive gotten into a car accident on Golden South 

Road, we were just about to settle it personally when a cop came over Yes, can you speak to her? 

Alright, Ill hand her the phone! 

With that, Tiandi handed to phone to Lingshan, his voice emotionless. Take the phone? 

Lingshan was a little amused as she looked at Tiandi. She took the phone. Hello? Im Song Lingshan, who 

are you? 

C-Captain Song?? The person was just about to talk to her when the big name of Song Lingshan hit him, 

sending him jumping with a fright. Song Lingshan of the criminal police, a name everyone in the police 

world knew of! Nobody wanted to be pissing her off! 

 

He was just a traffic police officer, he couldnt just give the captain of the criminal police a command, 

could he? This Zou Tiandi was being targeted by Lingshan, too- it could even be a big case he was 

involved in, perhaps something like illegal trafficking! He had to cut his connection with this Tiandi as 

soon as possible. 

With that, Wang Bro of the traffic police spoke up. Its nothing, Captain Song Ill stop interrupting your 

case 

Lingshan handed the phone back to Tiandi, who didnt hear what Wang Bro was saying on his side. All 

hed heard was Lingshans announcement of her name, so he thought everything had been settled. He 

was about to thank Wang Bro when he got hung up on. 

Tiandi didnt think much of it- he assumed that he was busy, and had left after taking care of the 

problem. Wang Bro talked to you, right? You can leave now, young comrade- dont butt into other 

peoples business next time! 

Dad Ruoguang was panicking as he pulled at Tiandi. Tiandi may not know who Lingshan was, but it was 

only natural that Ruoguang did! Hed be a really shitty gangster leader in the Northern district if he didnt 



even know the captain of the criminal police- he was absolutely paling at his fathers outrageous lecture 

he was throwing at LIngshan. 

What are you doing? Tiandi glared at his son, dissatisfied. What is it, just get it out. 

Dad, shes Captain Song, captain of the criminal police Ruogang spoke carefully. 

Wha?! Tiandi froze that instant. She Shes the criminal police captain? 

You going or not? You dont need me to help you, right? Lingshan took out her handcuffs and glared at 

Tiandi. 

Ill Ill go Tiandi wasnt looking very well- he didnt think that hed actually piss off the captain of the 

criminal police If he still insisted on staying shed probably start pulling a gun out! 

Im not involved, right I was just passing by Ruoguang didnt want to visit the police station. 

You need to come along! Youre driving a plateless, modified motorcycle illegally, and Im suspecting you 

of coordinated criminal activity. Lingshan didnt give Ruoguang a chance to explain. I know who you are- 

you cant get out of this one. You could try to run, though 

I wont run, haha Ill help with the investigation Ruoguang smiled bitterly, his face tragic. 

Thanks, Miss Braindead. Lin Yi was actually quite grateful towards Lingshan getting him out of this 

trouble. Ruoguang showing up told him who exactly this Zou Tiandi was, and as easy as itd be to take 

care of them, Lingshan took care of things faster, so Lin Yi found himself taking a liking to her. 

No!! Youre coming as well! Lingshan exploded. If the guy wanted to call her Miss Braindead couldnt he 

just settle with doing that in private? Calling her that in front of so many people, how could she just walk 

away from that? The frustration got to her and she decided to share some of that with Lin Yi. 

Me too..? Lin Yi pointed at his nose, speechless. He was about to say something when Tang Yin spoke 

up. 

Lets go for a bit. We need to cooperate with the investigation, its our civilian duty too Tang Yin was a 

good girl, and wouldnt turn down going to the police station for something like this. And its not our fault 

too, its theirs, so itll be fine if we clear things up with the police 

Ah Alright. Lin Yi nodded, smiling bitterly. Tang Yin sure was a good girl. Hed actually planning on just 

ignoring Lingshan and driving off- he didnt think shed come capture him to bring back to the station. 

Fuu Lingshan let out a breath of relief- shed said that because she was letting it get to her head, and she 

hadnt considered the consequences at all. Shed regretted it right after the words left her mouth- since 

when had Lin Yi bothered paying her respect? Her giving him an order like that would only bring 

humiliation to herself! If Lin Yi just turned and left then shed be in an even worse position in front of the 

Tiandi and Ruoguang, much worse than being publicly called Miss Braindead. 

Now that Tang Yin had spoken up and offered to go to the police station, Lingshan couldnt help but find 

gratitude for her within her relief, but also troubled at the importance Lin Yi placed in Tang Yins words, 

along with how he pampered her. She wasnt worse than Tang Yin, was he? She had the looks, the same 



as Tang Yin did, and a body many times hotter and curvier than Tang Yins! What was wrong with this Lin 

Yi, was he blind? Why was he so rough with her? 

Lingshan was getting more annoyed by the second. How come Lin Yi treated Tang Yin so gently and 

always gave her so much shit? Was she just that irritating to him? She even needed to call herself Miss 

Braindead just for him to give her a favor! 

You people follow me in your own cars! Lingshan got in her police car and flashed her sirens, going 

straight to the police station with everyone behind her. 

Tiandi wasnt sure what Lin Yis relationship with Lingshan was, but Lin Yi calling her Miss Braindead only 

brought him joy. Hed soon be entertained quite well by what would happen- Lin Yi would probably get 

put in his place later. 

But Tiandi wasnt about to just let Lin Yi off the hook that easily- he called his younger son Zou Ruomings 

phone on the way to the station. 

Hi, Ruoming? Still at school? Tiandi always wanted Ruoming to be properly studying at school, keeping 

him from participating in things like fighting, but this was a different case. He was simply too pissed off! 

His eldest son had no balls, and couldnt even teach someone a lesson!  

But the younger son was different- he was someone with bravery, a savage character. He wanted him to 

be studying, but that didnt mean he wasnt aware of the type of person Ruoming was. 

Dad, Im still at school, studying Ruoming had just finished his meeting with Xiaoxiao when his fathers 

call scared him. He wasnt checking if he was studying, was he? He tried to cover up with an explanation. 

Alright, cut the crap! Tiandi scolded. You think I dont know what youre like? Heres a mission, go to your 

Uncle Yans villa in the Northern District, and tell him to block someone at the police station doors. Ill 

send you the persons details later! 

Ah? Me?? Ruoming blinked, not expecting a mission coming from his father. Wasnt his brother the one 

who were usually given these missions? His father was giving him such a big mission, too, telling him to 

go to Uncle Yan for his first time! 

 

He didnt even give his brother this sort of treatment! Uncle Yan was a golden class master! Just thinking 

about bringing a golden class master out gave him shivers! 

Chapter 420 – Ambush and Interception 

Yes, youre going! Tiandi was furious- he wouldnt have asked Ruoming to carry out that task if he werent 

at his boiling point. He was especially pissed off after learning that Lin Yi was the very guy who threw 

him out the hospital room that day- he needed to show him just what he was made of today. 

Alright, Ill go right away Ruoming quickly nodded, thinking that itd be nice if he could bring Uncle Yan to 

take care of Lin Yi. Lin Yi would be reduced from a tyrant to a plaything once Uncle Yan dealt with him! 

 

Naturally, Ruoming wasnt aware that the disabled and imprisoned Heibao Bro was a golden class master 

as well- hed have a different mentality if hed known. 



Ruomings excited tone prompted a sigh from Tiandi as he hung the phone up. His younger son was 

merciless, so had he carried out an incorrect strategy? Should he have had his elder son study and his 

younger one on the gangster streets? Thatd be a good route indeed, but now that hed made the 

mistake he needed to try and make the most out of it 

Uncle Yan didnt usually use his cellphone, nor did he use a telephone inside the house. Yan Ran was a 

master isolated from the world- Tiandi wouldnt have needed Ruoming to go to him personally if that 

werent the case.  

But Tiandi was fine with that. Masters, after all, had to be different to normal people in certain areas. It 

was only natural for a golden class master like Uncle Yan to be different from everybody else. 

And Uncle Yans considerations were well thought out, too- he was a fugitive, so being a hermit was a 

good choice, lest someone interested in him managed to locate him. 

Ruoming quickly ran out of school and stopped a taxi before heading to the villa in the Northern District. 

Uncle Yan knew who Ruoming was- he didnt ask many questions after hearing that it was an instruction 

from Zou Tiandi. He put on a low cap and rushed out with Ruoming. 

Uncle Yan was a golden class master walking the lines of both society and sects. Hed always performed 

robbery for his sect, receiving compensation for it when he got caught one day, turning him into a 

fugitive. Fortunately for him, Tiandi saved him that day- he promised to do Tiandi three favors, staying in 

Songshan as a result. 

Hed done two favors for Tiandi already, and today was the final one. Hed be able to leave afterwards 

and continue his life of robbery. 

A beep sounded from Ruomings phone- it was a text from Tiandi, detailing him a licence plate and the 

model of a van. 

Ruoming passed the information onto Uncle Yan, and the two stood by on a road cars needed to take in 

order to reach the police station. 

After reaching the police station, Lingshan didnt do anything to trouble Lin Yi. Perhaps she knew that Lin 

Yi couldve just left, that hed come here in the first place because of Tang Yin. 

So she had him write down an evidence-by-deposition, and let Lin Yi and Tang Yin leave. 

Lingshan Sis is actually pretty nice, why do you always call her a that Tang Yin didnt quite understand 

why Lin Yi kept calling Lingshan Miss Braindead- wasnt he being too brave? Calling Lingshan Miss 

Braindead The weird part was how Lingshan didnt retort against that, despite being angry about it. 

Ah. Shes too much trouble and asks me for help all the time. LinYi shrugged, not wanting to spend too 

much time on the topic. The jade jumped twice, and Lin Ys expression changed as he slowed the car 

down. Were in danger!! 

Danger? Tang Yin froze- she was about to ask questions when a figure appeared in front of them, 

standing some distance away from Lin Yis car. 



Golden Class early phase. Lin Yis heart reacted and told him what level the opponent was at, but he 

didnt know what this golden class master was doing here. 

From what he could see, the man had come for him, but who was the one whod sent him? Li Cihua? 

Evidently impossible- hed lost two early phase golden class masters to Lin Yi, so why would he send 

another one to his death? Lin Yi didnt think hed be that stupid. 

Zhong Fabai? Unlikely as well, after hed sent Heibao into prison. 

Jin Gubang? That was the only possibility Lin Yi found plausible, but the next moment Lin Yi found, much 

to his surprise, that his guess was off. 

For the person jumping out after this golden class master wasnt Jin Gubang- it was Zou Ruoming! 

 

Ruoming froze upon seeing Tang Yin and Lin Yi in the car- he exploded in joy the next instant. 

He knew what Lin Yis van looked like, but he didnt remember the licence plate, but Uncle Yans sharp 

eyes caught Lin Yis approaching van- he jumped out right away, and now Ruoming understood that the 

person his father had asked him to stop was none other than Lin Yi! 

Ruomings world burst as his body shivered with excitement and emotion- in that instant all his worries 

and troubles of how he should handle Lin Yi evaporated, his impossible dream of having Uncle Yan help 

him fulfilled!! 

Hahaha, Lin Yi? Its you?? Ruoming started laughing. You didnt think itd be like this, yeah? You didnt 

think this would happen to you one day, did you, Lin Yi!!! Ive been taking shit from you all day, and now 

Ill have you killed! Fucking shit, take my Tang Yin, will you? Who the hell do you think you are? Tang Yins 

staying today, but youre not!! 

Lin Yi stared at Ruoming, stunned. How naive could the guy get? Did he think he was invincible bringing 

a golden class early phase master? Lin Yi could battle late phase ones, let alone an early phase master! 

 

After completing the first stage of his Art of Dragon Mastery, Lin Yis strength now rivaled that of a 

golden class late phase- he could even go as far as battle it out with an early phase mystic class! 

Youve had too many retard pills, havent you? Lin Yi looked at Ruoming as if he were retarded. Retards 

arent this retarded, are they? Youre no normal retard, youre ridiculous! Youre ten thousand times more 

retarded than Miss Braindead. 

(Direct translation of that nickname is Retard Lass. Sounds like a superhero.) 

Haha Tang Yin, naturally, knew which Miss Braindead Lin Yi was referring to. Him bringing that up at a 

moment like this made her start laughing, a sight godly and too beautiful for Ruomings eyes. It 

intensified his desire to claim her as his own- something like this was completely wasted on Lin Yi!! 

 

Miss Braindead? Ruoming didnt know who this Miss Braindead was, but what Lin Yi was saying couldnt 

be good. He gritted his teeth in response. Its useless, Lin Yi, no matter what you say now. Since you still 



dont understand your situation dont blame me for what Im about to do! Uncle Yan, finish him! Leave 

the girl for me! 

Ruoming was making an unauthorized change to the command thatd been given- Tiandi only wanted 

Uncle Yan to teach Lin Yi a lesson, but he now had to finish him all of a sudden. 

A smack sounded as Lin Yi slapped Ruoming across the face. I told you, didnt I? Stop thinking about Tang 

Yin! Do you have amnesia or are you deaf? 

Ruoming didnt expect this level of cockiness from Lin Yi- slapping him right in front of Uncle Yan? He 

started whining from the pain. Uncle Yan, hurry! Finish him!! 

 


